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Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center, 4, its Lie algebra. 
Y$ = Jyi @ qi a Cartan decomposition of <!I,, and let K be the corresponding maximal 
compact subgroup. We denote the complexitication of .PO by .Y. For an irreducible 
spherical representation. I’, of G we compute dim Hom,(.P. X). The result is gtven 
explicitly in terms of the Langlands parameters of X. 1 1990 4cademlc Prar. Inc 
1. INTROIXJCTION 
One of the main problems in the representation theory of semisimple Lie 
groups has long been that of describing the unitary dual. Many attempts 
to solve this problem have been made in the nearly forty years the problem 
has existed and a lot of progress has been made especially in the recent 
years. Notably the work of Barbasch and Vogan (see [2, 3, 1 S]) seems very 
promising, but the problem is still far from solved. 
The task of classifying all the unitary irreducible representations of a 
semisimple Lie group can be divided into two sub-tasks: 
(1) To produce large numbers of irreducible unitary representations 
and to understand these in terms of data intrinsically attached to the 
group, e.g., root systems, nilpotent coadjoint orbits, etc. 
(2) To show that certain irreducible representations cannot be 
unitary, i.e., to show that the representations produced in (1) exhaust the 
set of irreducible unitary representations. 
Until recently most of the research in the representation theory of semi- 
simple Lie groups has been aiming at (1 ), and a great deal is known by 
now (e.g., see [19]). This paper takes a small step toward (2). 
One of the hardest sub-cases to understand is the case of a spherical 
representation. These representations seems to play a very important role. 
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For example in [S] Vogan reduced the problem for CL(n) over an 
archimedean field to the problem of understanding the unitary spherical 
representations of the group. 
Let G be a, say connected, semisimple Lie group with finite center, K a 
maximal compact subgroup and YO = & @ 9” the corresponding Cartan 
decomposition of the Lie algebra. Denote the complexilication of 9, by Y. 
It is well known that the irreducible spherical representations of G are in 
one-to-one corespondence with the irreducible spherical (69, K)-modules. 
The correspndence is given by the passage to the K-finite vectors. Let 
(71, H,) be an irreducible spherical representation and let (71, -I,) be the 
corresponding (9, K)-module. Then by a well-known theorem of Harish- 
Chandra (n, H,) is unitary if and only if (71, Y’;i) admits a positive definite 
invariant hermitian form, say LC). Now it is easy to determine when (q Y i ) 
admits an invariant hermitian form (see [14]). Suppose (~1, k’,,) is an 
irreducible representation of K and denote the multiplicity of (p, I’,,) in 
(n, ^I,) by m,(p), i.e., m,(~)=dim Hom,(T/,,, $~i). Let 
be the decomposition of v’, under K, where ?“E is the p-isotypic space. 
Now 9-t is naturally isomorphic to V,I 0 Hom,( V,,, $~,) so the hermitian 
form induces a form on Hom,( V,,, Y’i). Let p,(p) (resp. q,(p)) be the 
number of positive (resp. negative) eigenvalues of this induced form. The 
numbers sign,(p) = def (p,(p)), q,Jp)) are clearly independent of the choices 
involved. Clearly o is positive definite if and only if p,(p) = m,(p) for all 
p E R 
Unfortunately it is impossible to compute sign,(p) for all (p, I’,,), even 
m,(p) seems to be out of reach or at least very hard to compute. However, 
there exists a small set of K-types for which it is possible to compute m,(p) 
and maybe even sign,&). Namely let 9 be the complexilication of PO and 
extend the adjoint action of K on PO complex linearly to 9’. If G is say 
simple and 7-t nontrivial, then all irreducible subrepresentations of 9 occur 
in n (see Lemma 7.2 and Proposition 7.3 below). Moreover, the work of 
Vogan (see [18]) suggests that failure of o to be positive definite is often 
detectable on the subrepresentations of 9’. Hence precise knowledge of 
m,(p) for a subrepresentation of 9 gives an important tool for detecting 
non-unitarity of a spherical representation. This paper solves the problem 
of computing m,(p) for an irreducible subrepresentation of 9 and an 
irreducible spherical representation 71 of G. 
Let JZ& be a maximal abelian subspace of PO, Z(Y,,, &O) the correspond- 
ing set of restricted roots, and W the Weyl group of Z($$, &). Then the 
irreducible spherical representations are in one-to-one correspondence with 
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the W-orbits in .d*. We write .d* 3 v-J(v) for this correspondence. 
Kostant (see [14]) has proved that the numbers m,(p) are given by the 
rank of a certain matrix (p$(v)), where Pr, are polynomial functions on 
.d*. Unfortunately the rank of this matrix is very hard to compute directly 
in general and an approach using these matrices requires a great deal of 
cleverness and very hard calculations. So we choose to proceed differently, 
using the general representation theory of G as a guideline. 
For a given 1’ E d* we let I(v) be the corresponding spherical principal 
series module on standard form. Then J(v) is the unique irreducible sub- 
module of Z(v). Fix an irreducible subrepresentation (p, V,,) of 9. Now it 
is very easy to compute the multiplicity of (p, V,,) in Z(v); for example, if 
G is simple, then this equals the split rank of G. Write JG(v):,, . . . . J”(v)l for 
the non-spherical irreducible composition factors of Z(v) containing the 
K-type (p, I’,,). It follows (see Section 7) that p occurs with multiplicity one 
in JG(~j):,, i= 1, . . . . s. Write n, for the multiplicity of J’(r):,, i = 1, . . . . .r in 
Z(v). Hence 
m,(,,(p) = dim Hom.( V,, Z(v)lK) - i n,. 
r=l 
So the problem reduces to that of computing the numbers nj, i= 1, . . . . s. 
These numbers are of course implicitly given in the KazhdanLusztig 
conjectures for Harish-Chandra modules proved by Beilinson and 
Bernstein and Lusztig and Vogan, but these conjectures do not yield an 
explicit formula for these numbers and are therefore essentially useless for 
our purpose. 
Now the computation of the numbers ni can be partially reduced (see 
Theorem 7.20) to the computation of dim HomK(Y’, J(v’)) for some very 
special set of parameters v’. We call these parameters simple (see Delini- 
tion 7.21). Note that the later computation takes place in a different group! 
If v is simple, then m,,,,(p) can be computed explicitly in a certain 
“subquotient” of I(v) (see Theorem 16.1). Roughly the subquotients 
JG(v)b, . . . . JG(v)L are parametrized by the W-orbits in a certain subset 
El(v) of Z(%, dO) (see Theorem 9.1). 
This work was part of the authors Ph. D. dissertation from MIT, June 
1, 1987. The author would like to thank Professor David A. Vogan, Jr. for 
his generous help during the work on this problem and the department of 
mthematics at MIT for support and hospitality during the authors stay 
from February 1, 1985 to June 1, 1987. 
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2. NOTATION AND GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS 
2.1. We denote the ring of integers by Z, the set of natural num- 
bers {n E Z (n > 0 1 is denoted N, the fields of real, complex, and quaternion 
numbers are denoted by iw, @, and W. 
2.2. We denote all real Lie groups by capital letters, and their Lie 
algebras by the corresponding script letter subscript 0 (e.g., G and go). If 
V, is a real vector space (Lie algebra), then we denote the complexilication 
of V,, by V. that is V= V0 0, C. If W is a vector space over a field (IF = iw 
or iF = C), then we write W* for the dual vector space, i.e., 
W* = Hom,( W, F). All unexplained notation follows that of [9 or 161. 
2.3. Throughout this paper G is a real rrductioe Lie group (see 
[ 16, Definition 0.1.23). We will sometimes assume additional hypotheses, 
but this one must always be met. We refer to [ 16,201 for general results 
on G, especially the theory of parabolic subgroups. We assume always that 
K is a maximal compact subgroup of G, 0 the corresponding Cartan 
involution of G (resp. go) and $ = ,%$ + PO the corresponding Cartan 
decomposition of ?&. 
2.4. Let d0 E P0 be a maximal abelian subspace. For any subspace 
.cSb E .tiO, we denote by C(y,, .&‘h) the set of non-zero &b-weights in 3,. 
We sometimes abuse notation and call these &‘&roots, although Z(?&,, sJ~) 
need not be a root system. We call a subset A c Z(?&, S;) u set of positive 
&b-roots (or sirnpl?, roots) if A satisfies the following three conditions: 
(1) An(-A)=@ 
(2) A u (-A) =C(90, cd;) 
(3) v’sr, fiEC(cq(, xz~): cc+pEC(F&, .ol;)=>cc+pEA. 
If a E C(?&, .&‘b), then we define nlka to be the dimension of the ka weight- 
space in $. If P’= M’A’N’ is a parabolic subgroup and v E (d’)*, then 
we say that v  is positive with respect to P’ if and only if 
V’cc E ,Z(&‘, ,db): Re(v, a) 3 0. Also we denote the opposite parabolic sub- 
group by P’= M’A’N’. And we say that v  is negative with respect to P’ if 
v is positive with respect to P’. Moreover, we let the weight p := pa, be 
half the sum of the positive &“-roots. It is well known that the parabolic 
subgroups with Levi factor M’A’ are in one-to-one correspondence with 
the sets of positive &b-roots. If C+ is a set of positive &b-roots then we 
denote the corresponding parabolic subgroup by P’(Z’ ) = M’A’N’(C+ ). 
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3. THE LANGLANDS CLASSIFICATION 
The following results are lifted from [ 1.5, 171. Suppose G has equal rank, 
that is, rank(G) = rank(K). Then G admits discrete series representations. 
Let TL KE G be a compact Cartan subgroup with Lie algebra &. If $ is 
a set of positive roots of A = A(!??, Y), then we write p = p(lc/) for the half 
sum of the positive roots, and ~1, = p,.($) for the half sum of the compact 
positive roots. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A set of discrete series data. ;‘, is a pair ;’ = (f; *;), 1 
r E T, 1: E i Y-~* such that 
(1) vxE$: (x, *Y) #O 
(2) d~=Y+P($)--P,($). 
where $ is chosen such that u E II/ o (2, -7) > 0. 
We denote the set of discrete series data by D’(T). Note that 
W(G, T) =der NJ T)/T acts on 1’ E DG( T) by acting on each factor. If 
y ED, then we let n”<(y) be the discrete series representation of the 
identity component, G,, of G with Harish-Chandra parameter p;. If Z(G) is 
the center of G, then Z(G) A G,, acts on n”(y) by the scalars f //,(,,qG,, 
hence the representation n”‘(:‘)@ f 1I,Gj is well defined on G,,Z(G). We 
define 
PROPOSITION 3.3 (Harish-Chandra; see [ 15, Proposition 2.41). For ever? 
7 E D”(T), x”(y) is an irreducible square-integrable representution of’ G, and 
every irreducible square-integrable representation qf’G can be obtained in this 
M’ay. Moreover, ~~(7) 2: n’(y’) $ and only (f there e.xists (T E W(G, T) such 
that 7’ = a?. 
Now let G be a reductive linear group and H = TA’ a d-stable Cartan 
subgroup with Lie algebra X0 = .FO + A;; .FO = -ytuO n X0 and ~2; = X0 n 9”. 
Let MA’ be the Langlands decomposition of GA’. By a parabolic subgroup 
associated to H we mean a parabolic subgroup P= MA’N. Note that 
P = MA’N is cuspidal; i.e., M has a compact Cartan subgroup (namely T ). 
LEMMA 3.4 115, Lemma 3.31. There is a one-to-one correspondence 
between the sets (?f’ positive .zf;,-roots (Definition 2.4) und the puruholic 
subgroups associated to H. 
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DEFINITION 3.5. Suppose H= TA is a f1-stable Cartan subgroup, 
P= MAN a parabolic subgroup associated to H, ;‘E D”( T) and 
v E A rr .d*. Then we define 
where Ind is normalized induction. 
We abuse notation and write IndL,,,Jn”(~) 0 I’ @ 1) for the correspond- 
ing (‘9, K)-module too. It can be shown that rrT(y, V) is an admissible 
(9, K)-module, and that it has infinitesimal character represented by 
(7, v) E A! * = 9* + .&*. We call these modules generali,-ed principal series 
representations. If 6 = n”(;‘), ‘4 ED”(T), then we sometimes abuse notation 
and write rrz((s, V) instead of x:(7, v). 
PROPOSITION 3.6 (Harish-Chandra; see [ 15, Proposition 2.71). Sup’pose 
P and P’ are t~‘o puraholic subgroups associated to CI O-stable Curtun 
subgroup H = TA. Let y E D”(T) and IJ E A .^ Then z)I(y, V) and rcz,(y, v) hare 
the same composition @factors occurring with the sume multiplicities. 
DEFINITION 3.7. Suppose H= TA is a f3-stable Cartan subgroup and 
P = MAN a parabolic subgroup of G associated to H. Let ;’ ED”(T) and 
VEX such that v is negative with respect to P. Then we define the 
Langlands submodule 71F(y, V) to be the largest completely reducible 
submodule of TC:(~. v), and call the irreducible summands of nz(;‘, V) the 
Langlands subquotients. 
It can be shown that 75:(~, V) does not depend on the choice of P. If 
P’= MAN’ is an arbitrary parabolic subgroup associated to H, then we 
define the Langlands submodule (respective subquotients) of rr$(y, v) to be 
;rrz(y, v) (respective the direct irreducible summands of ?$(y, v)), where 
P = MAN is any parabolic subgroup associated to H such that v is negative 
with respect to P. This makes sense by Proposition 3.6 above. We may, by 
the same proposition, write il’(y, \I) for the Langlands submodule. 
THEOREM 3.8 (Langlands, Knapp-Zuckerman, Milicic; see Theorem 2.9 
in [ 151). Every irreducible (9, K)-module (ST, H,) is equivalent to (I 
Langlands subquotient .for some %-stable Curtan subgroup H, y E D”(T) and 
VE 2. Moreover, the Langlands subquotients of x:(7, 1~) are all distinct. [f 
H’= T’A’ is another %-stable Cartan subgroup of G, ;‘I E D”‘(T’) and 
v’ E 2, then a Langlands subquotient of n”(;‘, v) is equivalent to a 
Langlands subquotient qf x”(y’, v’) lf and only (f there e.uist.s un element in 
G conjugating (H, ;‘, v) to (H’, y’, 19’). 
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Recall the notion of lowest K-types. Let (p, V,) be an irreducible 
representation of K, and let dp be an extremal weight E i . S*, , where T is 
a Cartan subalgebra in K. Let iii = jwil,, E i. cFg be the weight associated to 
,U (see [16, Proposition 5.3.31). Then the Lamhdu nurm of p is defined to be 
/IA = IJ.J’= (jvl,, i,,). If (71, H,) is a (3, K)-module. then the set of 
lowest K-types of (rc, 14,) is defined to be 
{(p, V,,) I Hom,( V,,, H, ( K) # 0 and II 1-1 II is minimal 1. 
It can be shown that the Langlands subquotients of a generalized principal 
series representation are exactly the subquotients that contain a lowest 
K-type. Moreover, 
LEMMA 3.9. !f’(p, V,,) is u K-type occurring in z$(y, \j), then IIp]l 2 ijlj’. 
Equality holds if und only if’ (p, V,,) is a lowlest K-type. 
COROLLARY 3.10. Suppose X is a Langlands subquotient of‘nGp(y, v). IfX 
is a subquotient of ?I$(;)‘, Y’), then 13;’ / < (7 / and equality holds only if X is 
isomorphic to u Lunglands subquotient uj’ II:,(~‘, v’). 
DEFINITION 3.11. If P = MAN is a minimal parabolic subgroup und 
y E D”(T) trivial, then xF(y, v) is a spherical principal series representation. 
In this case we wYl1 use the notation 
4. INTERTWINING OPERATORS AND GENERALIZED PRINCIPAL SERIES 
It is possible to construct intertwining operators between the various 
generalized principal series representations, attached to a fixed &stable 
Cartan subgroup, whenever these are in “good position” with respect to 
each other. These intertwining operators are essentially given by certain 
integral intertwining operators. We refer to [ 15, 161 for proofs and further 
references. 
Fix a @stable Cartan subgroup H = TA of G. Suppose Z and C’ are two 
sets of positive c&O-roots (notation 2.4). We call a sequence C,, i= 1, . . . . r of 
sets of positive .tiO-roots a chain connecting .Z and .Y if 
(i) Z, =Z 
(ii) C,=C’ (4.1) 
(iii) The span of Z,\,,(E, n Z, + ,), i = 1. .._, r - 1 is one-dimensional. 
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We call Y the length of the chain, and let dist(Z, C’) be the minimal length 
of a chain connecting C and 2’. This is well defined by [ 15, Lemma 3.41. 
LEMMA 4.2 (See [ 15, Lemma 3.51). Supposr C and C’ ure sets of’ 
positive .&-roots. Then 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Suppose C and C’ are sets of positive .&roots. Let 
7 E D”(T) and v E A^  positive with respect to U(C, 27); i.e., Re( x, v) 2 0, for 
all CI E 2”\(2 n 2”). Then there exists a nontrivial intertcvining operator 
If P(Z, C’) = M(,Y, C’) A(Z, Z’) N(C, 27) is the srrzallest parabolic subgroup 
containing P(Z) and P(Z) und set 
P .M(Z. 1’) = P(C) n WC, Z’) 
p’,,,, L’l = P(F) n M(C, 2’) 
“I =vIAnM(L.Z,, 
1” = 1’ IA(L. Z’)> 
then Z”(P(Z’), P(Z), 7, v) = Ind’;;(,,,,,(Z”‘=.t”(P.~,(=,2.,, Pj,.,(,,L,,, Y, VI)@ 
10 1). 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Suppose C, 27, and 2” are sets of positive roots so that 
dist(C, Z”) = dist(Z, C’) + dist(Z’, 27’). Let v E 2, 7 E D”(T) such that 
IG(P(C), P(Z”), y, v), Z’(P(C), P(F), y, v), and Z’(P(C’), P(Z”), y, v) all 
exist. Then there exists a non-zero scalar c such that 
IG(P(V, P(C”), 7, v) = c Z”(P(‘Y), P(Z”), ‘i, V) i ZG(P(C), P(F), i’, v). 
THEOREM 4.5. !f‘ v is positive wYth respect to P(E), then Im IG(P(Z), 
P( -C), y, v) = ?F(Z’, 1)). 
COROLLARY 4.6. With notation as in Proposition 4.3 above. Im Z”(P(2’), 
P(C’), y> v) contains all the Langlands subquotients of 7c’(y, v). 
DEFINITION 4.7. Suppose P= MAN is a minimal parabolic subgroup 
and “J ED”“(T) is trivial. Let C+ be the correspond set of positive root. 
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Assume \VE W= W(C) and YE.&* such that (Z +, \t’.z‘+, r) satisfies the 
assumptions in Proposition 4.3 above. Then we put 
@“,( 11,) := @“,( v, n) : = P( P, P( 1r.z ’ ), ;‘, 11). 
If H‘,) is the longest element in U’, then we call @:(M’~) the long intertwining 
operator. Note that with notation 3. I 1 then Im @(;;(M~~~) = J’(V). 
5. THE P-REPRESENTATION(S) IN THE CONNECTED CASE 
We assume throughout this section that G is connected. Fix a Cartan 
involution 0 of Y,, and let 9,” = ,X0 + 9” be the corresponding Cartan decom- 
position of q,. 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose 9” is simple. Then .$, is an irreducible representa- 
tion of K. 
Proof: Suppose not, let Vc_& be a non-zero K-invariant subspace. 
Choose x E V, .X # 0, and let c& be a maximal abelian subspace of ,YO 
containing X. Since ‘4” is simple NK(&,) c K acts irreducibly on .g:,. Hence 
,tiO E V. But all maximal abelian subspaces of ;‘PO are conjugated under K, 
so V = Y0 proving irreducibility of @). 1 
Let 0: 9’ H 9’ be complex conjugation of 9 with respect to ,$, c ./p. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Suppose ~9,” is simple. Then either 3 is irreducible or it 
is a direct sum ef‘ t,i’o inequivalent irreducible representations Y+ and ?? , 
such that o(Y+ ) = .?p_- 
Proof: Suppose Vc 9 is a nontrivial irreducible subspace. Since the 
K-action on 9 is the complexification of the action on &, a(V) is an 
irreducible subspace too. We claim that I/+ a(V) = 9, (V+ a( V)) is 0 
stable, so (V + a(V)) n :‘PO is a nontrivial subspace of &. By the lemma 
above (V+o(V))n,$O=$,, so the claim follows from ((V+a(V))n20) 
0, @ = V+ a( V). Second, we claim that Vn a( V) =O, by a similar 
argument either V n o(V) n PO is zero or I/n a(V) = 9. Now since Vc 9 
is nontrivial the claim follows. So if 9 is reducible, then 9 = 9+ @ .Y and 
.Y+ = a(P- ). 
Assume that Y is reducible. To see that 9+ and & are inequivalent as 
K representations, we choose a maximal toral subalgebra J&C Xi, and put 
#‘“6; = Cent,,(Y”) = YU @ do. Then 3”;; is a fundamental Cartan subalgebra 
of 2$. Let A = A(??, ~%“‘) be the roots of fl’ in 9, and let A(%. Y) be the 
non-zero Y-weights in 99. Call a root c( E A imaginary if x / rv’ = 0 complex 
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otherwise (observe there are no real roots in A; i.e., there is no SEA such 
that xl,,- =O). It is well known that a X-weight j.Ed($, 3) has multi- 
plicity 2 if and only if it is the restriction of a complex root, and it has 
multiplicity one otherwise. Now since 
where Bcc(h)=r(HIz). IIE.@‘, red, and dim%“=dim(Y”@#‘“) “= 1, wc 
conclude that all non-zero ,F-weights in ./p occur with multiplicity one. So 
d(.Y+ . .B ) n A(:9 , J ) = @ proving the inequivalence of ,Y+ and .4 . i 
Let Q. be the bilinear form on ,<I x $, obtained by restriction of the 
Killing form on G$, x +&, and let Q be the bilinear form on .d x .4 induced 
from Q; i.e., we extend Q complex linearly in both variables. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Suppose F& is sinlpk utitl ./P is wdwihk; i.e.. 
9=,/p+ @Y Therz Q(Y+,./p,)==Q(.4 ../P )=O. 
Proc$ Q. is positive definite so the form ( , ), defined by 
(c, IL.) = Q(u, cr(~~‘)), c, V~‘E ;‘P, is a K-invariant inner product on ./P. So since 
.‘p, and 3~ are inequivalent, we have Y+ i .9 with respect to ( . ). 
Hence Q(:‘p+,,Y+)=Q(,Y+,a(;/p ))=(.Jp,:Y )=0 and Q(./P ..4 I= 
Q(Y .o(./P,))=(Y .9+)=0. 1 
Proqf!f: The if part is [9, Proposition VIII 7.21. Now assume .4 is 
reducible; i.e., .9 = AZ!+ @ ;‘p_ Define J: ;/p t, ;/p by J(.Y ~ + .Y ) = 
i..u+ - i .t , .Y i E .Y*. Then J’ = -id and we claim that J commutes with 
CT: 
J(a(s +. + .Y )) =J(a(s + ) + cT(.Y )) 
= -i.a(.u, )+i,o(.\- ) 
=a(i..v+)+a(-ii..u ) 
=a(i..~, -;..I- ) 
=a(J(s, +.\- )), .v , E .‘p 
Hence J leaves ,$, invariant and by definition it commutes with the 
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K-action. We claim that J( +,) preserves Q,: It is clearly enough to prove 
that J preserves Q; 
Q(J(x+ sx ), J(.Y+ su ))=Q(i.x+ -i..u , i..u+ --i.x ) 
= 2Q(x +,s .)-Q(.ss+,x+)-Q(s ,.Y ) 
=2Q(s+,sm ) by Corollary 5.3 
= 2Q(x +,.Y- )+Q(x +,x+)+Q(x ..Y ) 
=Q(x++s ,Y++.Y ), x A E 9 i. 
So by polarization J preserves Q. Now the assertion follows from 
[9, Theorem VIII 4.21. 1 
Remark 5.5. Suppose Y0 is simple and G/K is Hermitian symmetric. Let 
J: ,PO b P0 be the complex structure of Y0 and extend J complex linearly to 
9. Then J equals the map defined in the proof above. Tf we define 
pr, :?71+9~ by 
Pr,(s)=~.(sTi.J,~), x E 9, (5.6) 
then .Pk = Pr,(.Y). 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose g0 is simple, G/K is Hermitian symmetric, 
J: Y0 H g0 is the corresponding complex .structure and Cti0 c ?C, is II ma.\-imul 
uheliun s&space. Then Cti0 n J.dO = 0. 
COROLLARY 5.8. The maps Pr, / Cy’: .d + :/P are injectice. 
Proqf: Let X, YEA& such that a=r+i.y#O. Then Pr,(a)= 
i.(aTi.Ju)=$.(( - .u+Jy)+i.(~TJu))fO by Lemma5.7 above. 1 
Proof of Lemma 5.7. Suppose n E .d n J,d, .Y # 0. Since y, is simple, 
N,(A&) acts irreducibly on *tiO (and on G!!), and since J commutes with 
the K-action on $):,, we have -4, n J.%,, = S& = JzzZ~. Hence, since NK(<&) 
acts irreducibly on .d this implies that J acts by a scalar on &. Since 
J = - 1, this is impossible. 1 
PROPOSITION 5.9. Suppose ‘Z& is simple and G/K Hermitian symmetric, 
AS?, C_ p0 a maximul ahelian subspace. Then there exists a nontrivial involution 
T: G F-+ G such thut 
(1 ) T commutes w’ith H 
(2) dr I ;,,=id 
(3) dz:g+H,‘iP,, 
byhere w’e have extended dz complex linearl>* to 9. 
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Proof1 Choose a Cartan subalgebra YO’o&. Since G/K is Hermitian 
symmetric r0 is a Cartan subalgebra for $, too. Let d = A($!?‘, cS) be the 
.T-roots in 9. Since .Y-cc.X we have d(~,~))=d(~,~)ud(~,~)). Let 
J be the complex structure on YO. By [9, Theorem VIII 4.51 J= ad(x) for 
some I E center of ST, s ,&. Moreover, the center of SyA is one-dimensional. 
Hence J defines an ordering of the center of .$,. Choose a set of positive 
roots d +(X, .Y ), and define 
This is well defned, since d(x‘, 9) = {‘x Ed I U(X) = 0) [9. Corollary 
VIII7.31. Then A(~~,3)=A(B,S)nA~(~,~). Let dr be a Chevalley 
automorphism of Y0 extending - 1 on YY,, Extend dz complex linearly to ‘9. 
Then clearly do maps Yz to 9-“. Hence ciz: :ip+ ++ YT and ds commutes 
with 0. Now let { ?,I i = 1, . . . . s} be a maximal subset of strongly orthogonal 
(imaginary noncompact) roots in A(:?+ , cY), and choose X, E ??Yfl\, [O), 
iE { 1, . . . . . y). Then 
,-I 
is a maximal abelian subspace of ,Y (see [9, Proposition VIII 7.43). We 
claim that we can choose X,, in (I, . . . . .sJ, such that dt(X,) = a(X,) for all 
iE { 1, . . . . s} : If XE Y“‘, then since 7, is imaginary we have a(X,) E 9 ;I. 
Hence dT(X) = c . o(X). So since dt commutes with Q and is complex linear 
c’=l, i.e., c= fl. Ifc=-1, then we replace Xby i.X(i=fi). Now 
the claim follows. So we can choose the X,‘s such that dt /.d; = id, and since 
.J& and %db are conjugated under K, we can without loss of generality 
assume %,dO = &b. Now dr integrates to an involution of G with the required 
properties. 1 
Now fix a maximal abelian subspace & z 9” and put M = Z,(.&). We 
shall need some information about how an irreducible subrepresentation of 
.P restricts to M. Since we assume that G is connected, we can without loss 
of generality assume G = Ad(?&). For x E ,X(3”, &) we let h, be the unique 
element in &0 such that a(h) = B(h, h,) for all h E &, where B is the Killing 
form of $,. Choose a set of positive roots, C+, and let MAN be the 
corresponding minimal parabolic subgroup. Then clearly !? z .d + . 1’ as 
M-representations. 
LEMMA 5.10 120, 1.1.3.8; 9, VII8.51. Under the assumptions above NY 
have M = r. M,., where I- is the subgroup qf K generated by the set 
{exp(&hz)i aEZ+,usimp/e] 
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LEMMA 5.11. (.d+.l’)~“=.cjr+Cztz .,,,d ,,,, Ii,r,-,dYz. 
Proof: This is clear since M acts irreducibly on Y;. 1 
COROLLARY 5.12. (Y”),“#O*dim $“= 1. 
LEMMA 5.13. M NC~S triciuii! OH Y” if‘ und oni)% if’ 
(1) dimY’= 1 
(2) vflEz+(!q,. .cd,): (x, p)E2z’. 
Proqf: The only if part follows from the corollary above and 
Lemma 5.10. Suppose ( 1) and (2) hold. Then by the same observation L 
acts trivially on ‘9”. and (1) implies that x is the restriction of a real root. 
Hence any maximal torus in M,, acts trivially on Y”. so M,, acts trivially. 
Now the lemma follows from Lemma 5.10. 1 
PROPOSITION 5.14. Suppose- %,, is simple. Tkw 
(f’G/K iv Hermitian symmrtrk 
iJ’GIK iv not Hrrmitian symmetric 
Proqf: Suppose u satisfies conditions ( 1) and (2) in Lemma 5.13. By ( 1 ) 
r is the restriction of a real root, and by (2) ;I is long and orthogonal to 
all long roots different from 2. Now this implies that Z(g,,. ,g,) is of type 
C,, or (&I’),,, II = dim -cd,. Hence the number of roots satisfying (I) and (2) 
in Lemma 5.13 is equal to dim .v&. So dim ;Y”’ = 2 dim .E&. The assertion 
that G/K is Hermitian symmetric follows from the classification of real 
simple Lie algebras (see [9. Chap. X] ). 1 
COROLLARY 5.15. Suppose 9,, is .simple. Then 
ptg = 
i 
Pr, (.d)@ Pr (,d) lf’G/K is Htumitian symmetric 
.d if’G/K is not Hermitian .s~~mmrtric. 
Proof: This is an immediate consequence of Corollary 5.8 and Proposi- 
tion 5.14. i 
6. THE P-REPRESENTATION(S) FOR THE GENERAI. CASE 
We assume now that G is a general reductive Lie group; in particular G 
is allowed to be disconnected. 
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PROPOSITION 6.1. Suppose 9J0 is simple. Let (p, V,,) be any irreducible 
subrepresentation of 9, let .Q$ c :‘p, he a maximal ahelian subspace and 
M = Z,( s$~). Then dim Vr = dim .&. 
Proof: ( 1) Case 1. GJK, is not Hermitian symmetric. By Proposi- 
tion 5.4, Rest<,(Y) is irreducible, so :Y is irreducible and by Proposi- 
tion 5.14, 
Hence 2,” = .d. 
(2) Case 2. 9 is reducible. Then Rest<,(p) is reducible. By Proposi- 
tion 5.4, GJK, is Hermitian symmetric and ResE$(d) = p+ @ .Y Hence 
g+ and F are K-invariant so J (the complex structure on 9”) commutes 
with the K action. Now M c K so if V,, = kY+, then 
V~=,~~C~p”nK~=pr+(,Cg)~,~p.~= V,“, + I’ 
completing Case 2. 
(3) Case 3. .+’ is irreducible and GJK, is Hermitian symmetric. Then 
Res;<(Y)=,Y+ OS-- and YpWnIC,,= Pr + (&‘) 0 Pr (&‘). Observe that since 
Y0 is simple, NK,(.&) acts irreducibly on &‘, and the action on 9 commutes 
with J. Hence Pr+(&‘) are irreducible as N,J&“) representations and 
clearly IV,<(&) preserves gp”. So 
P”^ Ke, y Pr+(.d)@ Pr -(x2) 2: .d@.d as NK,,( .dO)-representations. 
Now by a dimension argument, either 9.” = .d or Y*‘= Pr+(&)@ 
Pr_(,d). Suppose the latter is true; then d Mn Kt is M-fixed. Since M meets 
every component of K (see [9, Lemma 0.4.2]), 
and Y+ is K-stable, contradicting the irreducibility of 9. Hence 3” = .d 
proving the assertion. 1 
THEOREM 6.2. Suppose FJO is simple, M’A’N’ a parabolic subgroup and p 
an irreducible subrepresentation of 9. Write .Mb = &‘~ @ J?‘: 0 . . @ -H;, 
such that J?‘: is compact and S4!‘;,, i= 1, . . . . r, are non-compact and simple. 
Then 
Res K n .+,,,(,u) = (dim(A’)) 1 + c p’ + sum qf non-spherical Kn M-types, 
!==I 
where ,u’ is an irreducible s&representation qf 9 n ~ .@I, i = I, ..,, r. 
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Prooj We only state the proof in the case where V,, =Y+, since the 
remaining cases are similar to this one. Note that A4 = Z,(A ) = Z,, M.(A’). 
From Corollary 5.8 we have that 
9+ =Pr+(9q=,Pr+(cd’+./&?n8)~Pr+(,c4)=8~ 
so Pr+(d’+A’n9)~Pr+(.d’)@@j=, Pr+(.M~nY) as KnM’-repre- 
sentations. Since ,d n .,A?” # 0, Corollary 5.8 implies that (Pr + (A?” n 3))” 
# 0 for i = 1, . . . . r. We claim that Pr + (AZ’ n Y), i = 1, . . . . r, is irreducible. 
Note that this implies the assertion. Suppose not, then we have by 
Proposition 6.1 that dim Pr + (.A?” n .9)M > dim( .d n ,A’). Hence, 
dim Pr+(.d’+,K’n9)“=dim Pr+(.d’)+ i dimPr+(,,&“n:~)” 
r-l 
= dim .d’ + i dim Pr + (,&‘I n ,Y)” 
,=I 
> dim .d’ + dim .d n I Zt” 
= dim ~4, 
so dim VF > dim A@‘, contradicting Proposition 6.1. 1 
7. THE GENERAL MULTIPLICITY FORMWA 
In this section we derive some general facts about the multiplicity of an 
irreducible subrepresentation of the Y-representation in spherical represen- 
tations of a reductive Lie group. We prove a result which will allow us to 
reduce the problem to the same problem for the connected component of 
a Levi factor of a parabolic subgroup, but for some very special set of 
spherical representations. 
If (II, V,,) is a representation of K and (71, H,) is a (9, K)-module, then 
we put 
m& H,) ‘?’ dim Hom,( VI,, XIK). (7.1) 
We call a K-type (11, V,) (G-)spherical if V,: # 0, where M is the centralizer 
in K of a maximal abelian subspace in 9”. 
LEMMA 7.2. With notation 3.11. Suppose \’ E x2*. Then m,(Y, J”(Y)) = 0 
zy and only if J”(Y) is equivalent to the trivial (9, K)-module. 
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Proqf Choose a non-zero K-fixed vector, L’, in J”(v) and consider the 
map 
This is a K-homomorphism, and the left-hand side is equivalent to the 
Y-representation. Suppose m,(~?, J’(v)) = 0. Then this map is the zero 
map, and since o is K-fixed and 9 = X @ 9, we have 9. L’ = 0. So C. L: is 
a nontrivial invariant subspace, and hence by the irreducibility, it equals 
J”(v) proving the assertion. fl 
PROPOSITION 7.3. Suppose ?$ is simple. Let J’(v),vE d* he a fixed 
irreducible spherical (9, K)-module. Then all irreducible subrepresentations 
of 9 occur with the same multiplicity in JG(v). 
Proqf: Note that Res,,,,,( ( (‘3 KI JG v)) LX J”<(v). If (,u, V,) is any irreducible 
subrepresentation of 9, then Resz<,(p) is a direct sum of at most two 
irreducible subrepresentations of 9, moreover these are inequivalent. 
Hence we can without loss of generality assume that G is connected. Now 
the statement is trivial unless G/K is Hermitian symmetric, so assume this. 
Choose a minimal parabolic subgroup P = MAN such that v is negative 
with respect to P. Hence we have an embedding J”(v)c~Z~(v) and JG(v) is 
the unique irreducible submodule in Z:(v). Choose an automorphism T as 
in Proposition 5.9. Since dz / ,dO = id, dr leaves all &&root spaces invariant, 
and hence T leaves N and A4 invariant. So we can make T act on Z:(v) by 
(T .f)(g) %(Tk)), f~Z;(v),g~G. 
This is well defined by the remarks above. Now T J”(v) is an irreducible 
submodule of Z;(v) hence r. JG(v) = JG(v). By Proposition 5.9, T takes the 
.Y+-isotypic space in JG(v) onto the Y--isotypic spaces and vice versa 
proving the assertion. 1 
PROPOSITION 7.4. Suppose (p, V,) is an irreducible subrepresentation of 
9. Let v E &* and z + a choice positive roots. Zf cx is a simple root such that 
Re(&, v) 3 0, then with notation 4.7, 
mK(VIif Ker @&+, 
if (ti, v) = m, + 2mz, 
otherwise. 
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Proof: Let P’= M’A’N’= P(a) be the parabolic subgroup corre- 
sponding to r. Set r, = v 1 An ,,,, and r1 = v ( A’. Then Ker @Z(V, s,) = 
Ind~.(X@v’@ l), where X= Ker @$nP(v,r s,). Note that all M’n K- 
types in X are M-spherical and observe that JZ~ has exactly one noncom- 
pact simple component, say A/A. Hence since X”‘“K=O we get by 
Theorem 6.2, 
Hom,(V’,, Ker @:(\I, s,))= Hom,(Y,,, Ind$,JX(,.,.)) 
= Horn M,nK((dimd’)lO~‘l,XIM,,K) (*) 
= Horn .WilK(l113 Xl,wn.). 
The right-hand side is # 0 if and only if J,“(~l,) = C; i.e., v, = p(.)l. n M’). 
so 
Observe ~,w~~(P’, Iz:np(~l)) = dim(p’)” = dim .d n AZ’ = 1, SO if 
<jl,v)=m,+2m,,, then (* ) = 1 and (* ) = 0 otherwise. m 
DEFINITION 7.5. For v E d* put Xi(V) = {a E Z(& &)I (&, v) = 
m3 + 2m2,}, where c(%, JZ&) is the set of reduced roots in Z(%, &). 
LEMMA 7.6. Let v E .G!* and suppose Z:, i= 1, 2, are sets of positive 
restricted roots having a simple root c( in common such that Re(a, v) 20. 
Then 
have the same composition factors occurring with the same multiplicities. 
Proof Let P,=P(C,?){r}=M’A’N:, i=l,2, and put v’=v(,~,, 
~i=v(~~~,. Then 
where 
Ker @F(,:,(v, s,) = IndF,(X@v’ 0 l), i= 1, 2, 
X=Ker @~:nP(z~j(~,, s,). 
Note that X does not depend on i ! So Ker @z,(v, s,), i= 1, 2, have the 
same distribution character by the character theory for real parabolic 
induction (see [13, Chap. 10, Section 3; or 211). Hence the assertion 
follows. 1 
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DEFINITION 7.7. Suppose v E.QZ* and (p, VP) is any irreducible sub- 
representation of 9. Let u Ed, and let Z+ be any choice of positive 
restricted roots such that c( is simple with respect to Z+ and put 
J”(v);, 2 Ker ~“ 
1 
the unique irreducible subquotient of 
;,=- ,(v, s,) containing the K-type (/l, V,,). 
This is independent of the choice of Z+ by Lemma 7.6 above. 
LEMMA 7.8. Suppose 11 E .d* und .?I + is a set qf posititle restricted roots. 
Then for an?! 11‘ E W there exists a canonical (9. Kj-isomorphism, 
!P,< : z;(L+ ,(v) + IF,, .z-)(lL’ ‘17). 
Proof This is well known and easy, so we omit the proof. 1 
LEMMA 7.9. Let 1’ E d* and (11, V,,) an irreducible subrepresentation qf 
2. Suppose a(, PE z’,(v) are conjugate h?, an element M‘ in the stabilizer. W’, 
qf v in W. Then 
J”(v),“, z JG(v$ (Definition 7.7). 
Proqf: Assume ;( = w b, ~1’ E W. By Lemma 7.8, 
Hence the assertion follows from the commutative diagram 
where Z+ is chosen such that r is simple with respect to C +. 1 
PROPOSITION 7.10. Let v E .d* and (p, V,) an irreducible subrepresenta- 
tion of 9. Suppose J is an irreducible composition factor of Z:(v) containing 
the K-type (p, V,). Then either J2 J”(v) or Jz J’(v);,for some z~.E’,(v). 
Proo$ Assume J is not spherical. Choose C+ such that v is positive 
with respect to P = P(C + ). Let M’~ = s,, . s,, be a reduced expression of 12’~ 
in terms of simple reflections. Hence the long intertwining operator has the 
expression, 
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where Qi = @F(M’~. v, s,$) with wi = s,,~, . \v;_, (i = 2, . . . . r) and u’, = e. Since 
J $ J’(v), J occurs as a subquotient of the kernel of @,, and hence it 
occurs as a composition factor of the kernel of Qi for some ie { 1, .,,, Y}. So 
(p, I’,,) is a K-type of Ker @,. Hence by Proposition 7.4, 
(W,‘.&I,V)=(~,,M’i.v) 
= m,, + 2rnza = m,,.-1 I, $ 2m,,,.-1 1 / I 
Before we continue, we need some combinatorial facts about root 
systems, root subsystems, and Weyl groups. In what follows we assume 
A c E,* is a root system such that span A = E,*. Let W be the corre- 
sponding Weyl group. Eventually we apply this to (Z, &,, W(%, s&)). 
We call a root subsystem A’ 5 A parabolic if there exists a set of positive 
roots A + c A and a subset S of the corresponding simple roots, such that 
the roots in A’ are exactly the roots in A spanned by S. Clearly if 
.9 = 9 + %Y is a parabolic subalgebra of a semisimple Lie algebra 9 and 
X c J! is a Cartan subalgebra of 9, then A(9’, 2”) is a parabolic root sub- 
system of A(%, A?). Moreover, all parabolic root subsystems of A(%, 2”) 
can be obtained in this way. 
DEFINITION 7.11. For a subset B G A we put 
n KercccKer/? 
?EB 
Remark (7.12). Note that Span, A(B) = Span, B. 
LEMMA 7.13. Suppose BE A. Then A(B) is a parabolic root subsystem. 
Proof. Let V=fiaeB Ker c(. Since Ker p, fl E A is a hyperplane in E,, it 
follows that either Vn Ker B = I/ or Ker fi n V is a hyperplane in V. So 
since A is finite we conclude 
( u Ker 8) n Vc V (strict inclusion) 
PCA(B) 
So we can choose x~I/\(U~+~(~)Ker/3n V). Hence A(B)= 
{~~d~~(x)=O}. So A(B) is a root subsystem. In order to see that it is 
parabolic we choose A + such that g(x) 20 for all CLE A+. Then A(B) is 
spanned by the simple roots ai such that ai =O, proving the 
assertion. 1 
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LEMMA 7.14. Suppose 0 c A + is a subset of positive roots. Then the 
longest element IV,, in W has an expression w0 = w3 w2 H’, satisfying 
(i) I(w,,) = 10~~) + I(w,) + I(w,) 
(ii) M‘, A+(O) c A + is generated by a subset of simple roots 
(iii) wz is the longest element in the subgroup W(w,d(&))~ W. 
Proof: Let XE E, be as in the proof of the lemma above; i.e., 
A(C)= {~~d[~(x)=O}, L t e w, E W be the (unique) element of minimal 
length such that IV, .x is dominant. So (ii) follows; because suppose 
H’, = S& ’ ‘S,, is a reduced expression, and that IV, CI < 0 for some a E A + (@). 
Now let i be the smallest integer such that s,, , . ..s.,(c()>O but 
S 2, s,,(x) -K 0. Then c(, = s,, ~, .s,~(c() and u,(s,~~, .s,, ..u) = a(x) = 0, 
the minimality of hence s,, .s,,+,s,,~, .s,, ..x - nzl .x contracdicting 
I( IV, ). Observe that 
{n~d+/)2’~.a~O}=w,,d+(l!) 
hence 
so I(w,w,) = I(u,) + I(w,). Note that if w is any element in W, then 
{adf )W()M’ ~*cr<O)=(crEd+l~~‘~‘C(>O} 
=d+\{aEd+~~L‘-‘X<O}, 
l(wow-I)= /A+ 1 -l(c’) 
=l(w,)-l(LV ‘) 
= I( wo) - I( w ); 
hence (i) follows when we put u’~ = M”~(u’~M’~) ‘. m 
DEFINITION 7.15. For v E .d* and (11, V,) an irreducible subrepresenta- 
tion of 9’ we define an equivalence relation - /I on z’,(v) b>, 
cl- ,J * defJG(V); z JG(V)f. 
Remark (7.16). Every equivalence class is a union of W orbits by 
Lemma 7.9. 
DEFINITION 7.17, Let 0 and 0’ be - Ii- classes. Then with notation 7.11 
we define 
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PROPOSITION 7.18. < d&es a partial order on Z,(v)/- ,‘. !f‘ CC and C ’ 
are - ,,-classes, then (i < C’ !f  and only if I( g Z(e’). Moreover, ecer?~ 
element precedes u unique maximal eletnenr, and .X((o) is a simple roof 
s~atetn. 
Since we need to know more details about - ,, (see Theorem 9.1 below) 
for the proof of this proposition we postpone the proof to Section 13. 
We write Z,(v) = cj, u u cc, for the partition of E,(V) into - I, classes. 
For each maximal class L’ choose 1t.i , j = 1, 2, 3, as in Lemma 7.14. Define 
P’ = M”A” Nf such that P’ is contained in the minimal parabolic sub- 
group, say P, , corresponding to 1~:’ C+ and C(.dg, A&) = Z(a’). Let S’ be 
the set of simple roots in ,v: Z+ defining P’ Put \lc = v ( n n ,M~. Since Z(t ) 
is simple by Proposition 7.18 above, .&” has a unique simple non-compact 
factor. Hence by Theorem 6.2 ,U IK,- +,( contains a unique non-trivial 
M-spherical irreducible sub-representation. 11”. Put 
(7.19) 
Where p: is any irreducible subrepresentation of ResFKn;$,<,(i(( ). Note that 
tzc 3 m, always, in fact we have strict inequality here, since Z, (v, ) # @. 
THEOREM 7.20 (The general multiplicity formula). Suppose G is .simple 
and (p, V,,) is un irreducible .&representation 0f.9. Then 
tnK( V,,, J”(v)) = dim .d ~ 1 (n, ~ rnc ) (notution 7.19). 
( FZ,CI.) -1’ 
c maxmlal 
Proqf: Choose a representative xi for each class ci,,. Let a, be the multi- 
plicity of J”(v);; in the spherical principal series representation Z:(v). Since 
m,( VI’, J”(v):) = 1, we have by Proposition 7.10, 
dim.d=m,(V,,,I~(v))=mK(V/,,JG(,,))+ i a,. 
,=I 
So it suffices to show Cc,,< c a,= n, -m, for c’ maximal. Let (’ be maxi- 
mal. Then we have the following decomposition of the long intertwining 
operator Do : 
z;(v) 41 I;($ I’) A! z;(w: wy v) -2 z;(n’,,v). 
By Proposition 7.18, if ci: < c, then J”(v);; does not occur as composition 
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factors of Ker A:’ or Ker A’;. Moreover, the only composition factors of 
Ker A ;, containing the K-type (p, I’,‘), are J”(V): C) < C. Hence, 
i :C CI, = c (multiplicity of Jc;( v): in Ker DO) 
(,-CC 
= 1 (multiplicity of JG( r)f’ in Ker A i ) 
c / < c’ 
=mK( V,,, Ker As) 
Now with notation as above, since z(C) is simple. we get 
and, by Proposition 5.14, 
DEFINITION 7.21. We call Y E .d* simple if there exists N -,,-class, C’, 
such that Z($,,, <cl’“) = Z(C). We denote the set of simple weights by .d&,,,,. 
8. SPLIT RANK ONE 
In this section we describe the ./P-representation, its restriction to the 
compact part of a minimal parabolic subgroup, and we compute J”(V);. 
Y E Z,(V) for a connected split-rank one Lie group. 
For the classical compact Lie groups we denote the representation 
induced from the standard imbedding into GL(n, C) by St. Also if V is a 
representation, then we denote the contragradient representation by I’“. 
(See Table I.) 
LEMMA 8.1. Suppose G bus split rank. Let (p, V,,) he a subrepresentation 
of 8, and for a fixed choice of a maximal torus T c K let i.,, he the corre- 
sponding weight in .F *. Then 
lchere p is the h&f sum qf the positive roots in A(%, Z,(F )).fbr some choice 
of positive roots. Moreover, equality holds f and only lf 4, = .sl(2, R). 
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TABLE I 
G K Ir ResK,b) 
su2, R) U(1) Lz S(S/) 
SC/(& 1 ). n > 2 c’(n) u/(n-1)x L’(l) St 
St / 
S0,(2n, I ), n 2 2 SO(2n) SO(2n - 1) s/ 
Sp(n, 1 L n > 2 Sp(n)x.sp(l) Sp(n-I)xSp(l) SI@S/ 
PSL(2, C) SO(3) Wl) St 
S0(2n+ l,l),n>2 S0(2n+ 1) S(2n) St 
F 4, 20) Spin(9) Spin(7) spin(9) 
I 
lO(SrOSt) 






Proof. This follows from a straightforward case-by-case analysis. 
We only give the details for S0,(2n + 1, 1) and leave the rest to the 
reader. Now assume G = S0,(2n -t I,1 ), n >, 1. Then K = SG(2n + 1) and 
M= S0(2n). We identify the Lie algebra of a maximal torus of K, &O, with 
R” and let Xb be the corresponding fundamental Cartan subalgebra. Then 
A!’ ‘v @” + ‘. Note there is only one conjugacy class of Cartan subalgebras 
in 9”. We can choose coordinates on X”’ so that the Cartan involution 8 
acts by 
@(X”, .y , 9 . . . . x,,)) = ( --Kg, X,) . ..) x,,). 
Then F = {(x,, x,, . . . . x,,)(xO= 0) and 
d(3, X)= { +(e,+e,)lO<i<jfn) 
d(9,.F))= { *(eife,), fell1 <i<jdn, 1 </<vz) 
d(x, y)= (+(eiIkej), +e,\l <i<j<n, 1 <fdn} 
4%F)={+e,Ildlbn}. 
Choose positive F-roots: 
d+(3, F)= {ejfei, e,ll bi<jdn, 1 <l<n} 
P(d ‘(9, F )) = (n, n - 1, n - 2, . . . . 2, 1,O). 
Then the highest F-weight in 9 is the root e,. SO B E ~t~~(~,,+ , ,. It is 
then easy to see that 
Ypl,e 
10 St for n>l 
l@St@St” for n= 1. 
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Now a straightforward calculation shows that A,+ = (n, n - 2, II - 3, . . . . 
2, 1, 0, 0). Hence the assertion follows in this case. 1 
PROPOSITION 8.2. Suppose v = p(Z-‘(F&, &)) for some choice ofpositiue 
roots. Let P = MAN be the corresponding minimal parabolic subgroup, and 
assume (p, V,,) is an irreducible subrepresentation of 9. 
(1) If G = SL(2, R), then J”(v); is the discrete series representation 
rcxith lobvest K-type (p, V,,). 
(2) Zj G=SO,(n, 1) (n34), G=SU(n, I) (n32), G=Sp(n, 1) 
(n 3 2), or G = FjCpzO,, then 
where 6 is the unique irreducible subrepresentation of V,, I,,,, of maximal 
dimension. 
(3) Zj’G=S0,,(3. l)=SL(2, @)/{ +I}, then 
J”(v); = 71;(6, V-CC) = C;@*, v-a) = 7rgs, v - c() = 7lgs, O), 
wlhere 6 is a nontrivial irreducible subrepresentation of V, / M. 
Proqf: (1) Clear, since the kernel of the long intertwining operator is 
d( 1) @ d( - 1 ), where d(n), n E FV * is the discrete series representation with 
lowest K-type x,+~~~~(,,, (see [ 16, Chap. I]). 
(2) We only state the proof for Sp(n, 1) and F,(P,,,; the remaining 
cases are similar and easier. So assume G = Sp(n, 1 ), n > 2. Observe that 
since /II,, I < I p I it follows that (p, V,) is never a K-type of a discrete series 
representation of G. So J’(v); must be the Langlands quotient of a 
principal series representation say x:(6, v’). By Frobenius reciprocity 6 
occurs in 
~lI,=lO(Sts,,.~,,OSt.s,,,,)010Ad,,,,, 
(recall M= Sp(n- 1) x Sp(l)). Assume 6 = 1 @Ad,,,,,. Then 1 @Ad,,,, is 
a K-type of xF(S, v’) and an easy calculation (e.g., see [6]) shows 
i., OAdsp,,i = (n - 1, n - 2, . . . . 1, $, 3). 
Hence 
1 j,,, I = / Harish-Chandra parameter of 6 ( , 
so this is a lowest K-type of nF(S, v’). Therefore, 1 @Ad,Y,,,,, is a K-type of 
f$( 6, v’), 
10Ad spc,,l~=lOAdspc,,. 
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So 1 @Ad,,,, is not a G-spherical K-type. Hence J”(V); 74 %‘p(ii, v’). Since 
6 is nontrivial this leaves only 6 = St,,,,,, , ,O St,,(,,. Now the fact 
Y’ = v - r follows by a trivial infinitesimal character consideration. 
Sz4ppo.w G = F4, 2oj. Since 1 i 9 1 < / p /, we conclude that .Y is never a 
K-type of a discrete series representation of G. Hence J”(\l),“i is the 
Langlands subquotient of a non-spherical principal series module; i.e., 
J”(v); z 71”(6, F), where ii = spin(7) or 0 z St,s0,7j. Now it is easy to see 
that in the latter case 7CC;(f. 11”) never has the same infinitesimal character 
as the trivial representation. So 6; E spin(7). The second assertion follows 
from a trivial infinitesimal character argument. 
(3) This may be found in [IS], but an argument similar to the one 
given above works as well: we leave the details to the reader. 1 
COROLLARY 8.3. Suppose G has split-rank one and is not of type F,, 2Oj, 
z,(v) # /21, r E s,(v), and (p, V,,) is an irreducible suhrepresentarion of 9. 
Then 
J”( 11,; z 
the unique irreducible (3, K)-module ,vith lobvest K-type (p, “;,) 
and the same infinitesimal character us the trivial representation. 
9. COMPUTATION OF -L, 
Assume now that G is a connected simple Lie group 
THEOREM 9.1. Suppose v  E .cu’* and x, [j E c, (11). Then r m I, /I if and only* 
l/ 
The proof of this theorem takes up the next several sections. It is done 
case by case and the idea is essentially very simple although the proof is 
rather long. The idea is to identify J’(V); as a Langlands subquotient of 
some generalized principal series module, and hence use the Langlands 
data to conclude the assertion. 
Assume v E .d *, and (cl, V,,) is a fixed irreducible subrepresentation of 9. 
Suppose cx E C,(v). Choose a set of positive restricted roots Z+ such that r 
is a simple root. Let P = MAN be the corresponding minimal parabolic 
subgroup of G, and let P’ = M’A’N’ = P{ X} 2 P be the parabolic subgroup 
corresponding to x. Set P, = P n M’, A, = A n M’, and put 
1” = v iA., v,=1’q4,. 
Let ,u’ be the unique non-trivial M’-spherical Kn M’-type in Resg, +,.(p). 
If J”‘(v,)/“~. is the Langlands quotient of a generalized principal series 
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module, say rrg’(6,, c,), of M’, then J”(v); is a subquotient of rr$(6,, 3) = 
Ind~.,.,,v.(n$‘(S,, F, ) 0 v’ @ 1). This is a generalized principal series 
module. Let P, = lijA”N, be a parabolic subgroup conjugate to e s 
P := P, A’N’, such that rZ is positive with respect to P,, and denote the 
corresponding generalized principal series module by 
j-@L 1,x). (9.2) 
LEMMA 9.3. (1) If z is the restriction of u reul root, then 6, is a discrete 
series representation of M, = M’ and ~1, = I’ - 4 s(. 
(2) Jf CI is not the restriction qf real root, then 6, is LI nontrivial 
irreducible subrepresentation of Vb ) ,%, qf maximnl dimension and \J~ = 1’ - cy. 
Proof: This follows immediately from Proposition 8.2, plus the 
following fact: if E is the restriction of a real root in A(%, .X), then 
<K;-s1(2, R). 1 
PROPOSITION 9.4. With notation (9.2) suppose x, p E C,(Y) and let 
5:%(6,, 11,)~ be a Lunglands subquotient of z(pz(ol, 11~). Then EFI(~,, v,), is 
isomorphic to a Lunglands subquotient of nz,,(G,{, 11,~) only if there exists 
MI E W’ such that \v. c( = /I. 
Proof If z is the restriction of a real root x, then (6,, rZ) is attached to 
H, (the Cayley transform of the maximally split Cartan subgroup H in the 
real root r). So if p is not the restriction of a real root, then (6,j, v,~) is 
attached to H. Hence 71zZ(6,, v%) and 7c&,(6,{, v,~) are disjoint by 
Theorem 3.8. So assume fi is the restriction of a real root. Then since G is 
assumed to be connected, we conclude by the classification of conjugacy 
classes of Cartan subgroups (see [20, Section 1.3]), that H, and H, are 
conjugate if and only if there exists an element W’E W= W(,E’($$, J&)) 
such that IVCI =J. Hence by Theorem 3.8, 71FZ(fi,, v%), is isomorphic to 
75&(6,1, r8), for some j, if and only if HV, = v,]. Now the assertion in this 
case follows since 11~ = v - x/2 and \J,{ = v - p/2. 
Now suppose X, B are not the restriction of real roots. Then the 
generalized principal series data are attached to H and v, = 
1’ - a, v/r = v - /?. By Theorem 3.8, rC:,(6,, v,), is isomorphic to ??:,{(6,{, v,)), 
for some j, only if there exists u’ E W such that WV, = v,<. Now the assertion 
follows from the lemma below. 1 
LEMMA 9.5. Suppose AE~* and r, E C(%, C&O), i = 1, 2, such that 
/x, / = 1 x1 / and (&;, I.) = n E N, n > 1. Then the .following .stutcments are 
equivalent: 
(1) 3~1~ W: w(&-,)=j.-u2 
(2) 3,VE w”: M’SI, =x1. 
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Proof: Clearly (2) implies (1). So suppose (1) holds. Note that 
wJ. - 3. = wet, - x2 = sum of roots, 
and therefore that w belongs the Weyl group of the integral roots. Hence 
we can without loss of generality assume that A is integral, and we can 
clearly assume that the root system is simple. Choose a set of positive roots 
such that 1 is dominant. If we replace R, c(,, i = 1, 2, by 
then ((s;)‘, j.‘)= (&,, j,)=n and i~(~~‘-5,)=~.‘-%~. So we can assume 
that c(, are short roots. Since we can replace 2, and z2 by any W” 
conjugate, we may assume 
V,.Ez: zr (/k~+l(~,A)=O}: (p,cf,)<o, i= 1,2. (*I 
We claim that jb-a, is dominant; let 1~ EC+, ?/ # r,. Since CI, is short, 
($,ai)<l.By(*), (?,I.-r,)>O.Nowsincen>l,weget (?i,,A-x,)= 
n - 2 3 0, proving the claim. Hence since 1. - 2, is W-conjugate to 3. - s1*, 
we conclude 1. - z1 = d - CX*, proving the assertion. 1 
LEMMA 9.6. If‘ m,( Vlc, 7C:,(fia, v,.)) #O, then J”(v); is isomorphic to u 
Langlands .&quotient qj TT:~(~,, v2). 
Proojl With notation (9.2). Let is= &iiA”fl and let 2’ be the corre- 
sponding set of positive .&-roots. Then since the Langlands quotient is 
irreducible for a rank one group, 
Now since J”‘(v, )2;, is a subquotient of Ker @g’(v, , s,) (notation 4.7), then 
by the exactness of Ind, all subquotients of (** ) are subquotients of 
Ind:.,., (Ker @F,‘(v ,, s,)@ v’@ 1) = Ker @F(v, s,). 
Now by definition, J”(v); is the unique subquotient of Ker @“p(v, s,) 
containing p. Since p occurs in (** ) with multiplicity one, we conclude 
that JG(v)I, is the unique subquotient of (**) containing p. Now by 
Corollary 4.6 all Langlands subquotients of rcgz(6,, vz) occur (** ), so by 
assumption, JG(v)z is isomorphic to a Langlands subquotient of 
n;p,> vu). I 
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The difficulty in the proof of Theorem 9.1 is that J”(v),4 is not always a 
Langlands subquotient of rrF#(d%, r,), although it is in the generic case, but 
this is hard to determine. Unfortunately we have not been able to find a 
general proof but proceed case by case. The proof varies little from case to 
case and hence we only give a full proof in a few typical cases and leave 
the rest to the reader. 
10. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 9.1 FOR THE SPLIT CASE 
Assume now that G is a connected simple split Lie group; i.e., 9, is a 
split (normal) real form of 9. Then a maximal abelian subspace JZ& c 9” is 
a Cartan subalgebra for qO. Every restricted root is the restriction of a real 
root. Hence, 
Z,(v)= {aEC($), .d~)l(5, v) = 11 (Definition 7.5). 
If c( E ,Z’+ is simple and P’= M’A’N’, the corresponding parabolic sub- 
group, then 
Hence J”‘(v);. is a discrete series representation, say 6, and 
so J”(V); is the unique composition factor of rc”,(S, v - 42) containing the 
K-type (cl, V,). Now choose a set of positive &;-roots such that v” = v - z/2 
is positive with respect to P'(Z-'(go,, ~4;)). Decompose the long inter- 
twining operator into a product of “generalized rank one” operators: 
Qo:= ZG(P',P',6,S)=@,: "'b@,. 
So J’(v); is a Langlands subquotient of TC:~(~~, v,) if and only if (11, V,) 
does not occur in the kernel of QO; i.e., (p, V,,) does not occur in the kernel 
of @, for any i. Now @; is induced from a long intertwining operator for 
a rank 2 group, i.e., there is a rank 2 parabolic subgroup P" I> P, such that 
Qii = Indz.( @” 0 id 0 1). If P" = M”A “N” 2 P,, then all M” n K-types in 
Ind,Mi,^ ,K(d, I M,n K) are M”-spherical. Suppose J&“’ is simple. Then by 
Theorem 6.2, Res;, ,+,&L) contains a unique non-trivial M”-spherical sub- 
representation, say ,M”. So by the preceding remark p occurs in the kernel 
of Qi if and only if y” occurs in the kernel of @“. If A” is not simple, then 
it is isomorphic to two copies of $42, Iw). Theorem 6.2 implies that 
Resi,,dp) contains exactly two non-trivial M”-spherical subrepresenta- 
tions, say pi and p2. Again p occur in the kernel of @, if and only if p’ or 
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P2 occurs in the kernel of @“. Since both have 1 A( = / Harish- 
Chandra parameter of 6 / , we conclude that p never occurs in Ker @; in this 
case. Hence we only have to prove Theorem 9.1 in the split rank 2 case. 
G = SI( 3, R). Here K = SO( 3 ), let T be a maximal torus of K and X”’ the 
corresponding fundamental Cartan subalgebra of %. Then we can identify 
.fl” with C2 such that 
A(2?, x’)= { +e,+r,11 <i<j<3} 
A(~,.~)= {fe,, +2e,) 
A(x,cF)={*e,) 
A(P,.F)= {+e,, *2e,). 
A set of positive Y-root is d + (9, .F ) = {e, , 2r, }. Hence the highest 
F-weight in .P is 2e,. Now a trivial computation shows /I,, = e,. It is not 
hard to see that 
/ Harish-Chandra parameter of 6 1 = 1 
Hence 9 is a lowest K-type of rc$(S, c). So .Y never occurs in the kernel of 
the long intertwining operator. 
G = SO,(3,2). Here K = SO(3) x SO(2). A maximal torus T of K is a 
Cartan subgroup of G. We identify .F with C2 such that 
A(??, F)= { fe, fr,. Se,, fezi 
A(.X, .F)= { +e,} 
A(Y, .T)= { +e, *e2, fe,}. 
If we choose the following set of positive roots A+($, 9 ) = 
{el +e,, cl, e,}, then the highest Y-weights in 9 are e, + e2 and e, - e2. 
Now it is easy to see that Lyp+ = (4, 4). We obtain a maximally split Cartan 
subalgebra X0 of 3O by a Cayley transform of F in the noncompact 
imaginary roots e, + e,, e, - e 2; i.e., we can identify J? with C2 such that 
0 = - 1. If c1 E 2, (v) is long say r = e, - e2, then the Harish-Chandra 
parameter of 6 is S= (4, 4). So we conclude that fl is a lowest K-type of 
rcz(S, v”). Hence 8’ never occurs in the kernel of the long intertwining 
operator. If c(E~,(v) is short say ~=e,, then 
S=(O, $)&/I* 
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Since ] j”,, 1 < / p 1, we conclude that (,u, V,,) never occurs in a discrete series 
representation of G. Hence the only possible composition factors of 
r~“,~(6,, v~) containing (p, I’/,), are ?$z(6,, \I~), and the unique Langlands 
subquotient X of rt$(S”, v”) containing (p, Vi’), where P” is the cuspidal 
parabolic subgroup corresponding to a long root fl and 6” is the discrete 
series representation of M” with lowest K-type ./p n M”. Then 
-7” + I”’ = (u + 4, N - 4). 
Hence if X occurs in Y= rrz1(6,, \I~), then X has the same infinitesimal 
character as Y; i.e., 37” $11” is conjugate under W(n(??. X)) to (v,, 4). So 
N = 1 or u = 0; i.e., 
\‘, = *; or VI = *; 
Suppose r, = F 1 then the Langlands parameter of x’ is 11~ = ( I, I ). Put 
i. = (1, 1) then Re (i., V) > Re (A, 11~). Hence X is not a composition factor 
of rrFX(hl, v,) by [S, Proposition 4.131. So (,u, V,,) occurs in %:,(6,, v~). 
This leaves V] = -t i, but then J”(v) is nontrivial, forcing J”(V); 2 J”(v);:. 
completing the proof for SO, (3, 2). The proof for G, is similar. 
Now the general case follows; since if r E z,(v) is long or short and no 
long root Burr satisfies (B, r) >O, then JG‘(r)z is a Langlands sub- 
quotient of rrgi(fiZ, I!~). If such a fi exists, then J”(V); occurs in rr&(b,,, ril). 
forcing J”(v); z JG’(\q)f. Now apply Lemma 9.4. 1 
11. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 9.1 FOR Sp(p,q),p>y 
This is the an example of the hardest case of the proof of Theorem 9.1. 
Here we have 
K= SP(P) x Q(q)> M=Sp(l)~xSp(p-~y). 
For a suitable choice of .&“, this embedding of I+! into K is given by 
McrK 
((.x1, . . . . .Y,,), g) + (diag(.y,, . . . . I‘,, g), diag(x,. . . . . x,)). 
A maximal torus T of K is a Cartan subgroup for G. We identify .? with 
Cp + y such that 
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If we choose the following set of positive roots, 
A+(??, F)= {e,*e,,e,[ 1 <i,j,I<p+q, i<j}, 
then the highest F-weight in 9’ is r, + e,,+ , so .Jp = StsP(,,, 0 St,,,,,,. Now 
a straightforward calculation shows 
(p-q+ l,p-q- l,P-q-2, . . . . 
A., = 1, 1, f, ;, . ..) ;, 1, $, ;, . ..) ;, - _ for p>q 
c;, +> 4, . . . . $, 1, $, ;> . . . . $, for p=q. 
Define for i = 1, . . . . q the following representations of Sp( 1) x x Sp( 1): 
i.e., Sti is the standard representation of the ith factor. Define Ad, in a 
similar way. Now 
St I .SP(P) SP(l)x x.sp(l)x.s/l(/J 41 =lOSt,,, ~(/,O & St;c31, 
,=I 
St I s-p(y) S/d I )X xs)(l)= & St,, 
i-1 
and St, 0 St, 2: 10 Ad,. Hence, 
PpI,=14@2 @ ((St,@St,)@l) 
J</ 
O & (St,OSt.sp(p y,)O 6 (AdiOl). 
,=I ,=I 
Let ti be a maximally split Cartan subalgebra. Then we may assume 
that 2 is obtained from F by a Cayley transform in the noncompact 
imaginary roots e, - eP + , , i = 1, . . . . q; i.e., if we identify 12” with Cp + y, then 
the Cartan involution has the following form: 
LEMMA 11.1. If CI is short, then J’(V); is isomorphic to a Langlands suh- 
quotient qf rcE7(d,, \I~). 
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Proof: If % EZ‘,(r) is short, then M’rrSp(l)x . . . xSp(l)x 
@(p-q+ 1, 1). Hence 
IC:~(~,, v,)=Ind~((St,OS1,,,,~,,)O(v-cr)Ol). 
So with the choices made above, the Harish-Chandra parameter of 6, is 
*I ih, = (!> . . . . ;> l,p-q+ l,p-q- l,p-q-2, . ..) 1, ;, 4, . . . . 4). 
Hence I i.,P 1 = I *js 1. So 9 is a lowest K-type of r~F~(6~, vx). Hence J”(V); is 
the unique Langlands subquotient of zZ~(~~, v,) containing 9. 1 
Assume that c(EZ,(V) is long. Then M’2: SU*(4)x @(1)x ... x Q(l) 
x MP - 41, so 
P,=P 
6, = (St, @ St,) 0 1 
v, = \’ - cf. 
Note that n?,(P, nzz(6,, v,)) = m,(St, 0 St, 0 1, 91,) = 2. Now choose 
P = MAN such that v - r is positive with respect to P, and factor the long 
intertwining operator into simple intertwining operators; i.e., 
DO=Qr” ..’ o@,, where r= I,!?+ 1 
We label each simple intertwining operator @, by the root /?, in 
CT_ 1 \ (C+ n 27 l ); i.e.. 
and @h = Ind&:_,,(B,, (@gM(B,) 0 1 0 l), Z: = sBz .,!I: , . We are now going 
to study when 9 can occur in Ker @,+. Identify do with [WY such that 
,qcq& &&)= { ke;fe ,, ke,, k2e,I 1 <i,j,k<q, i<.i} 
C+(%, do)= {ej+ej,e,, 2e,ll <i,j,kdq, i<j}. 
(11.2) 
We may without loss of generality assume ct = e, - e,. 
LEMMA 11.3. Zfp,$ {el +e,, e ,, e,}, then 9 does not occur in Ker Qii. 
Proof: Suppose /zIj is short then M(/3,)2:Sp(l)x ... x,$(1)x 
Sp(p-q+ 1, 1). Let Y=(St@St)@l@ ... @10X be an irreducible 
factor of Ker @f(B1). Then it is easy to see, that if X is a discrete series 
representation of Sp(p -q + 1, l), then the Harish-Chandra parameter is 
longer than A,?. Hence 9 does not occur in Ind~,,:_ I,(B,,( Y@ 3’ @ 1). Hence 
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if 9 occurs in Ker Qi, then X has to be the Langlands subquotient of a 
non-spherical principal series representation. Since the only irreducible 
M-subrepresentation of :‘p in the form St, 0 St2 @ CI) is 
we conclude that .P is never a K-type of Ker @,,,. If fi, is long, a similar 
argument shows that d is not a K-type of Ker @,),. 1 
LEMMA 11.4. Let G=SO,(S. l), ZE~(?$.&~). Then 
Ind~,,((AdO1)~l~1)-Ind~,~,((l~Ad)~1~1) 
is irreducible, and it occurs as a composition ,firc.tor of Ind~,,,v(St,s,,,,, @ 
r@l). 
ProoJ Recall M = SO( 4) L&l N SO(~) @SO(~). The only irreducible 
(9, K)-modules with the same infinitesimal character as the trivial 
representation are J, , i = 1, 2, 3, where 
J, = LQI, > 4 = Ind%., v  (lom)c31) 
Jz = LQI,. I, = Ind~,,(St,,,,, 0 a 0 1) 
J, = LQI,. I, = Ind ;A.\ ((Ad@l)@l@l) 
1 Ind&,,( (10 Ad) 0 10 1). 
Let yi, i = 1, 2, 3, be the corresponding Harish-Chandra parameters. Then 
/71i47214Y3/~ 
Hence J, is the only possible composition factor of I,, and since J, occurs 
with multiplicity one in I,, the first assertion follows. Similarly the only 
possible composition factors of I, are J2 and J,. Since J, = 1, I, is 
reducible. It only remains to prove that I, is reducible; consider Ad,,(,, 
then Ad S0(5J,M= (Ad@ l)@ (1 @Ad)@%. Hence Ad,,,S, is a K-type of 
I, = J3 and I,, but it is not a K-type of I,. So J, is the only nontrivial com- 
position factor of I,, and since Ad,,(,, occurs in I, but not in I, this forces 
I, to be reducible. 1 
LEMMA 11.5. Suppose G = SO,(5, l), r EE+( P) and v, C are positive 
with respect to P = MAN. Then 
LQ IndS;,,, ((Ad@l)@G@l) 
occurs as a composition ,factor of‘ Ind$,,,,( St @ v @ 1) if and only if 1’ = CY and 
3= 0. 
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Pvoqf. Follows from the lemma above and a simple infinitesimal 
character argument. m 
LEMMA 11.6. Suppose G = Sp(n + 1, 1) M E c+(P) and v, 3 positive +t+th 
respect to P= MAN (where M 2 Sp(n) x Sp(l)). Then 
E’ = LQ Indz,,J (St,,,,, @ 1) @ 1? 0 1) 
occurs as a composition factor of 
~=Ind~,,~((lOSt,,,,,)Ov01) 
only ifv=(2n)cc and3=(2n-1)cc. 
Proof: Let X0 be a maximally split Cartan subalgebra of $, and identity 
.X with @“+’ such that the Cartan involution 19 is given by 
then 
Let (y’, 3) be the character data for 71’ and (y, V) the character data for 7~. 
Then 
1,‘+3= ( G-1 G-1 ~ -,n+ l,n- l,n-2, 2 ’ 2 ,,,, 1 1 
T+v= ! i+l,i-l,n,n-l,n-2 ,..., 1 > 
If %’ is a composition factor of rr, then $7’ + G and *T + v are conjugate under 
WE SntZ x ,J;+=; hence the assertion follows. 1 
LEMMA 11.7. Take G and notation as in Lemma 11.5 above. Then 
LQIndG,,,((St,,(,,Ol)Ov’Ol) 
never occurs as a composition factor of IndcAN( (10 Ad,, i ,) @ v @ 1). 
Proof: Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 11.5, it is trivial to see that 
the representations never have the same infinitesimal character. 1 
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LEMMA 11.8. Suppose G = Sp(n, 2). Then 1 @Ad,,,,,, is the unique lowest 
K-type of 
nF(y, v’) = IndL,,V (Ad,@(v-2a)@l). 
Proof. This can easily be proved using the theory of cohomological 
parabolic induction, but since this requires some notational setup we omit 
the proof and refer to [ 1, Lemma 4.6.81 for a more detailed proof. 1 
LEMMA 11.9. If z is long, then JG(v)L is a Langlands subquotient of 
71zz(fi,,v,) ifv,#(2(p-q)+1,2(p-q)+3}(notation (11.2)). 
ProoJ Assume fi;~S= {e,&e,,e,,e,}, Let P”=M”A”W’ be a 
parabolic subgroup corresponding to this subset. Then MS 2: 
Sp(p-q+2,2)xSp(l)x ..’ xSp(1) and 
~nn~S,,=12O2.(St,OSt,)Ol 
so 91 MlnK=(~n~s)O Vand Hom,(St,@St,@l, V)= {O>. Hence by 
Lemma 11.3 and a standard argument (use a suitable factorization of the 
long intertwining operator) we can reduce to M” = Sp(p - q + 2, 2). 
If /Ii= e,, then by Lemma 11.6 we conclude that 9 occurs in Ker @, only 
if 
v,-1=2(p-q)ov,=2(p-q)+l. 
If B, = e,, then by the same lemma, 9 occurs in Ker Qi only if 
v,+1=2(p-q)ov,=2(p-q)-lov,=2(p-q)+3. 
If /Ii = e, -e,, then 9 always occurs in Ker @, with multiplicity one. If 
Bi=e, +e2, then by Lemma 11.5, 9 occurs in Ker @, if and only if 
v2 + 1 = 0; in that case it occurs with multiplicity one. 
If Pi=e, -e2, then 
Ker Di = Indz,, (Ad,@(v-2@)@1) (l-1 
and by an argument similar to the one above, using Lemma 11.7, we 
conclude that 9 occurs in the Langlands quotient of this principal series 
module. Now by 9.6( **) and Lemma 11.8, the unique Langlands sub- 
quotient of the principal series module (t) occurs with multiplicity one in 
G&L v,). Hence .!Y occurs in exactly two non-isomorphic composition 
factors of nFY(6,, v,). By the remarks above 9 occur in E:X(fi,, va) 
if v, 4 {2(p - q) + 1, 2(p - q) + 3). Now the assertion follows from 
Lemma 9.6. i 
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Proof of Theorem 9.1 ,for Sp(q, q). By the above lemmas, J”(v): is a 
Langlands subquotient of nzz(6,, vz) if a is short or a is long, say 
a=r,-e,,i<j(notation(11.2)),andv,4{2(p-q)+1,2(p-q)+3}.Now 
assume r = ej - e,, i <.j. 
Suppose v, = 2(p - q) + 3 then an argument similar to the one given in 
the split case shows that J’;(v)~-‘;=Jc;(v)~. If v, =2(p-q) + 1 and 
7 E Z,(v) is long and there is no short root /II in Z,(v) such that (9, 8) > 0, 
then J”(v)$ is a Langlands subsuotient of nF,,(6;., 11,); so by Proposti- 
tion 9.4, F’(v); zk J”(v):. In order to see that J’(v); is not isomorphic to 
J”(v):, /?EZ,(V), fi short, note that in case E,(v) contain a short root say 
b, then 
v=(..., 2(p-q)+3, . ..) 2(p-q)+ 1, . ..) 2(p-q)-3, . ..)) 
v-a=(..., 2(p-q)+ 1, . ..) 2(p-q), . ..) 2(p-q)-2, . ..)) 
v-/I=(... , 2(p-q)+2, . ..) 2(p-q)+ 1, . ..) 2(p-q)-3, . ..)) 
where CI = (... , 0, . . . . 1, . . . . - 1, . ...) and /I = (... , 1, . . . . 0, . . . . 0, . ...) 
By the discussion in the proofs of Lemma 11.9 and Lemma 11.6, the only 
possible composition factors in 7~:~(6~, v,) containing 9 are the Langlands 
subquotients of rc$,(S,, Ye) and the Langlands subquotients of the module 
IndG,,,.,,(6 0 v’@ l), where 
S=StjOStLTp(p-q) 
and v’=(... , 2(p-q)+3, . . . . 2(p-q)- 1, . . . . 2(p-q)-2, . ...) Now by 
Theorem 3.8, J”(v)! is never isomorphic to any of these representations. So 
JG(v),” is not a composition factor of rcF(6,, S,). Now apply Proposi- 
tion 9.4. This completes the proof for Sp(p, q)(p > q). 1 
12. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 9.1 FOR E,( 24j 
Here K= E, x SU(2) and a maximal torus T in K is a Cartan subgroup 
in G. We identify F with C8 such that 
d(S,F)={fe,+rj, k$ci .s,e,)/l<i<j<8,s,=+l, 2 e,iseven 
I iI= I /I /= I 
l<i<j<6, f: E,isodd 
I= I 
i 
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Let .Z be the maximally split H-stable Cartan subalgebra obtained from .T 
by a Cayley transform in the noncompact imaginary roots e, i e,, e6 i e,; 
i.e., we may identify X with C’ such that 
note d(A,&)= { +r,kr,I 1 <i<.j<4} and 
The restricted root Is the restriction of the roots 
E,F, + E,(i, 
c,c’, 
Choose a set of positive roots for d(.k, X) such that I, = e, - e2, 
a2 = e2 - e3, a, = e3 i e4 are the simple roots. Let A,, AZ, A+ be the corre- 
sponding fundamental weights, and O, , 02, o+ the simple .A! modules 
corresponding to these weights. Then we have the following .&‘-module 
isomorphisms: 
Hence M, N Spin(g) and 9’ 1 M, N 14@1’2@40,@4a_. Now it is easy to 
see that r (recall A4 = M, . Z-) separates the four copies of c, (resp. a+). 
Hence if c( E c,(v) is short, then 9’ occurs with multiplicity one in 
rc~~(S,, v%). Now a simple rank one analysis shows JG(v); is a Langlands 
subquotient of rrFg(dl, vz). If fi~Zir(v) is long, then /I is the restriction of a 
real root. Hence by a standard argument, like the one given for a split real 
form, we can reduce to split-rank 2, i.e., to a classical group. u 
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13. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 7.18 
We are now in position to prove Proposition 7.18. It suffices to show 
(a) (I’nd((!‘)#iZi~~~‘~(I”) 
(b) d(F) = d(Co’) => e = 6’ 
(c) (I_cd(~‘)nd((!“)=>L”~~“‘or Ic”-<6’. 
Before we prove these claims, we need some lemmas. 
LEMMA 13.1. Every) -{, -class is a union qf’at most tw’o W-orbits. 
Proo?f: This is immediate by Theorem 9.1. 1 
LEMMA 13.2. [f Z($;,, .do) is not of type F4, then there exists at most 
one NJ, -class % such that V is a union qf two W-orbits. 
Proof: The assertion is nontrivial only if Z(gO,, J&) is of type B,,, C,, or 
(BC),,. If Z is of type B,, (resp. C,,) then all short (resp. long) roots in Z,(V) 
are w-conjugate; i.e., all short (resp. long) roots in Z,(V) belong to the 
same -), -class. Now the assertion follows. 1 
LEMMA 13.3. Suppose E is a w,(-class such that f consists of a single 
W-orbit. Then d(O)nz,(v)=Ifl. 
Proqj: Choose a set of positive roots C’(%, G$) such that v is domi- 
nant with respect to C’($,, &0). Let Y be the set of simple roots and <z 
the set of simple roots orthogonal to v. Let OL be the unique root in fl such 
that (cc,~)<O for all YES. Suppose /?~d(Q)nZ,(v). Note that d(b) is 
a union of IV-orbits. Hence we can without loss of generality assume 
(B, y ) < 0 for all y E x. We claim (8, a) > 0 (note that this claim implies 
the assertion). Suppose (p, a) d 0. Since any subset of positive roots 
forming pairwise obtuse angles is linearly independent, it follows that 
CI, /I, yi, i= 1, . . . . (x /, y, E cq are linearly independent contradicting the 
assumption on /I. 1 
LEMMA 13.4. If’Z(%, do) is oftype F4, then 4(6)nC,(v)=G. 
ProojY Note that if U, /IE~,(v) are roots of the same length such that 
(a, p) 3 0, then either ‘J = M - fi is a root or $ = & - /3 is a coroot. Clearly 
y is orthogonal to v, so a, fi are JV”-conjugate. If 0 consists of a single 
w-orbit then the assertion follows from the lemma above. So assume I’ 
is a union of two w-orbits. Let a, fi E 0 be roots of different length such 
that (a, /I) > 0. Suppose 6 E (d(O)n~,(v))\Q. We can without loss of 
generality assume 1 c( I = ( 6 I. By the note above. ( CI, S) < 0 and since 6 4 c 
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(,!I, S) 6 0. Hence c(, /I, 6 span a sub-system of roots, say A, of type B, or 
C,. Observe that, since c spans the full root system F4 and CI, /J, and 6 are 
linearly independent, there are roots in A orthogonal to v! Now a trivial 
analysis in B, and C, shows that this is possible only if (p, v) is divisible 
by 3. By the classification of simple real Lie algebras, (B, v) = m,, is never 
divisible by 3 if ,X(9”, &“‘o) is of type F4. 1 
Proofof( (b), and(c). The lemma above shows that if C(YO, %&) is of 
type F,, then c” < c’ if and only if 0’ = 6”, proving (a), (b), and (c) in this 
case. Since A(C) is a union of IV-orbits, (a) is clear if l0 consists of a single 
IV’-orbit. If ,X(9&, .z$) is not of type F4 then Lemma 13.2 and Lemma 13.3 
imply that 0 < 0’ only if (0 = 6 or Lij # c” and c”’ is the unique b ,-class 
that is a union of two w-orbits). Now (a), (b), and (c) are clear. 1 
EXAMPLE 13.5. The simplest example of a non-trivial <-chain is the 
following: G = SO(6, 3), L&0 2 R’, and .d rr @” such that 
Set v = (5, 4, i) E &‘* and let (p, V,,) = 9’. Then C,(v) consists of exactly two 
- ,,-classes: 
&= {e,, e, -e2, e, -e,), 6,= {ez+e,}. 
It follows that A(0, ) = A. Hence Cc, < CP, 
14. THE MULTIPLICITIES FOR FINITE DIMENSIONAL REPRESENTATIONS 
The general multiplicity formula (Theorem 7.20) becomes very simple 
when we look at finite dimensional spherical representations. We assume 
throughout this section that 9, is simple. 
THEOREM 14.1. Suppose VE d*. Let C+ he any choice of positive 
restricted roots such that v is positive with respect to P(C+). Then a 
necessury and sujficient condition for J”(v) to he finite dimensional is 
VCCEC+ : (&, v-p) E 2. N. In this case the highest weight of J”(v) is 
I’- p E az* 4 x0*, p = p(c+(F$, .aqJ)). 
This is an easy consequence of the well-known theorem of Helgason (see 
[20, Theorem 3.3.1.1; or lo]). 
Let X be an irreducible finite dimensional spherical (9, K)-module with 
highest weight y E JzZ*. Choose a set of positive restricted roots such that 7 
is dominant and let p be the half sum of the positive roots counted with 
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multiplicities. Let Y = {a,, . . . . x?} be the corresponding simple roots and 
let jL, , . . . . 3., be the corresonding fundamental weights. Then X= J”(v), 
v = 7 + p by Theorem 14.1. 
LEMMA 14.2. With notation as above z’,(v) z 9 and everJ9 -,,-cluss 
consists of n single element. 
Proof: Suppose fizz’,, B=c:=, n;i,. Note that <G,, p) =m,,+2m,,,, 
hence (jr,, v> >m,,+2m,,. Now the first assertion follows from the easy 
fact that there exist i E { 1, . . . . r} such that ni # 0 and / CI, 1 = 1 B / The second 
assertion is an immediate consequence of the first assertion, Theorem 9.1, 
and the regularity of v. 8 
We recover the following generalization of an unpublished result of 
Kostant [ 141. 
PROPOSITION 14.3. Suppose (p, V,) is an irreducible .&representation of 
8. Then with notation and assumptions as above m,(p, X) = # (iI a, # 0}, 
rzhere 7 = C,l= , aii,. 
Proof: Follows immediately from Definition 7.5, Theorem 7.20, and the 
lemma above. 1 
15. DESCRIPTION OF SIMPEL WEIGHTS 
In the following sections we prove some results needed in order to 
describe the set of weights v such that X(5$,, do) is spanned by a single 
-,,-class. The actual description of these weights is given in Appendix B. 
The Single Orbit Case 
We fix a v E .d simple. Let 0 c c,(v) be a V-orbit. Assume 
Z(C) = ,?I(%!,, &). Fix a set of positive roots C+ such that v is dominant. 
Let Z7 be the corresponding set of simple roots and I7’ = { c(; ( i = 1, . . . . r} the 
set of simple roots orthogonal to v. Then ,?I,? =d’f (a EC+ I a I v} is 
spanned by IP and w” is generated by the simple reflections: sP, /I E 17”. 
LEMMA 15.1. There exists a unique root zc in 0 such that (N?, /?) < 0 
,jkw all p E L?I,F 
Prooj This is a trivial consequence of the fact that every weight is 
conjugate to a unique anti-dominant weight. 1 
By the assumption on 0 and this lemma, it follows that the subspace 
spanned by the roots orthogonal to v has dimension n - 1, where n is the 
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rank of the root system .I(?&!,, z$). So 17V has cardinality r = n - 1. Let PC 
be the unique simple root not orthogonal to V. Then 5, =X-B, + I:=, n,&,, 
k > 0, ni E N. Let Alrr be the fundamental weight corresponding to fit. Then 
PROPOSITION 15.2. Suppose A is a reduced root system, A + is a set of 
positive roots, II= {,O, x, 1 i = 1, . . . . r) the set of simple roots, and W’ is the 
subgroup of the Weyl group generated by, the simple reflections: sz,, 
i=l , . ..? r. Then for a fixed k E N**, all roots my of‘ a ,fixed length of the 
form: & = k .a+c:=, n,Q, are conjugate under W’. In particular, a is 
W’-conjugate to a unique So so that (ai, a’) <O for all ic { 1, . . . . r ). 
Proof Suppose 
and ( 2 I = ( a’ ( Replacing these by some W’-conjugates, we can assume 
(ix, u,> GO and ( c[‘, Mi> d O, itz { 1, . . . . r). (*I 
Let Aa be the fundamental weight corresponding to 0. Recall 
i,j=h./J+ i a,?f,, b, a, > 0. 
i=l 
Hence, 
5 = a/V,j + v  
6’ = a’R,] + v’, a, a’>O, v, u’ESpan{a,}. 
Since (* ) holds, (a, v’) > 0. Hence (2, 5’) = a .a’(A8, jw8) $ (v, v’) > 0. If 
r#cc’,then~-cr’~Span,{cc~Ii=l,...,r)isarootands,_,.cc’=a,proving 
the assertion. 1 
LEMMA 15.3 (See [IS, Chap. X). If  ~5, = k,fl+x;=, m,%, is the highest 
coroot, then for any a E A C:h=k/?+C:=,n,2i, where Odk<k,j. 
For ,GEI~ and 1 <kdk, let {a,, . . ..~.}=17\,{P} and write 
/-Co,, (rev. PL,) for the long (resp. short) root z such that 
15 = kfl+ C:=, n,h, and (Fr, cxj) < 0 for all i (if such a root exists). Note that 
if such a root exists, then it is unique, and always at least one of the roots 
Of”“, and lGort exists. If A only admits one root length, then we write 6” 
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for the unique root with these properties. Write W’ for the Weyl group 
generated by the simple reflections {sX, / i= I, . . . . r). 
DEFINITIOK 15.4. Suppose p E II With notution us ahow let cx = /& (01 
r=pk rhor,). Then 1t.e call the puir (/I’. k) admissihlr if’span,,, W’ PI = Span 3 3. 
Note that with notation as above 
is a root subsystem. 
Now it easily follows that (j?, k) is admissible if and only if R,+ or R,+,,,,, 
is simple, and hence (/I, 1) is always admissible. By the resul?above it 
suffices to classify the admissible pairs (/I, k). This is straightforward and 
easy, hence we leave the details to the reader; a full detailed proof can be 
found in [l]. 
EXAMPLE C,, I3 3. The highest coroot is jl,, = 5, + 26, + . + 25,. 
Hence the admissible pairs are {(z,, I ) j i= 1, ,.., Ii u {(u,. 2) ). 
The TN~O Orbit Case 
Now assume %‘E~,(v)/-,~ is a union of two W”-orbits, say Cishor, and 
I’ ,ong. Since span(%) = %d*, we have that dim span {R 1 r i V) 3 n - 2, where 
n is the rank of the root system. So either (1 ) I’= &., or (2) v = &, + hi,, 
II, h # 0. i #j. 
Case 1. Let c( E Ci,,,Or, and /I E (rIong such that (z, ,!I) > 0. Then x, /I spans 
a rank two root sub-system, say d (X.pI, of type B, or G,. By ( 1) there are 
roots in A,,,,<, orthogonal to V. Hence it follows that either DE span Wz 
or r: E span V/I; i.e., span( &hort) = span(C( !Z$, &“‘o)) or span( fl;,,,) = 
span(C(%, 4)). 
Case 2. Enumerate the simple roots as in Appendix A, and assume 
i<j: 
LEMMA 15.5. If'z‘ is of type B,, or C,, and v = 4, + hi.,a, h # 0, i <,j, then 
(I necessary condition ,for v to he simple is j = n. 
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Proof: Suppose c is of type B,,. If r EC+. then for some k, I, 
i 
2&.+2&,+, + ‘.’ +2&,, , +t& if c( is short 
j,= &+IXk+,+ “. +G,_, or 
+2&+25,+, + ... +2& , +ic,, if x is long. 
So for a fixed root length in E,(v), say m, all roots rye, such that 
I/ x /I = m have, when expressed in terms of simple roots, the same coef- 
ficients to CI,, . . . . a,,. Now the claim is obvious. The case z is of type C,, 
follows in a similar way. fl 
If c is not of type F4, then the results in Appendix B follow directly from 
the statements above. In the case C is of type F4 the results follows from 
a straightforward analysis of the WV-conjugacy classes of roots. We leave 
the tedious details to the reader. 
16. THE MULTIPLICITIES 
In the following sections we compute m,( VI’, P(v)) for G a simple Lie 
group, v simple (Definition 7.21), and (p, V,,) an irreducible subrepresenta- 
tion of 9. The following theorem facilitates this computation: 
THEOREM 16.1. Suppose G is u simple Lie group, Y E d* is simple, 
(u, V,) is an irreducible subrepresentation of.9, and P is a minimal parabolic 
subgroup such that v is positive with respect to P. Then there exists u 
parabolic subgroup LN 2 P of G, a spherical character x of L, and non-zero 
intertwining operators *, q5, 
such that $J maps Z~(r)” onto IndE,(X @ l)@ and 4 is injective when restricted 
to this subspace. 
COROLLARY 16.2. mk( VI’, J”(v)) = m,( V,,, Ind&(;!@ 1)) = dim(cen- 
ter( 9) n 9). 
Proof of corollary. Note that since $ and 4 are non-zero, the trivial 
K-type occurs in the image of these maps. Hence, since this K-type occurs 
with multiplicity one in IndF,(X @ l), we have that 4 0 Ic/ is non-zero. So 
JG(v) is the unique submodule and quotient of Im(d 0 $). Hence since J”(v) 
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occurs with multiplicity one in the spherical principal series module we 
conclude &$(1:(v))) ‘v J’(V). So 
proving the first equality. The second equality follows from 
Theorem 6.2. 1 
Rrmark (16.3). Note that this theorem is trivial if G has split rank one. 
In this case L = G and x = 1. 
We prove this theorem case by case and obtain the multiplicities for a 
simple parameter v as a by-product. Although the proofs in the various 
cases are very similar, one has to use slightly different arguments in some 
of the cases. We only give detailed arguments in a few typical cases and 
leave the rest to the reader. We refer to [ 11 for a more detailed proof and 
for LN and x for all the classical cases. We give no proofs in the excep- 
tional cases, but only write down the multiplicities. The proofs (calcula- 
tions) in the exceptional cases are by no means straightforward, and they 
are extremely long and tedious; we refer to [ 1, Appendix B] for a detailed 
proof in the these cases. 
We use the following notation: if x,, y2, . . . . z,, are the simple restricted 
roots, then we write A,, 12, . . . . A,, for the corresponding fundamental 
weights, i.e., (5,, A,) = 6,,. We refer to Appendix A for the enumeration of 
the simple roots for each type of reduced root systems, and we refer to 
[9, Chap. X] for the classification of simple real Lie algebras (groups). For 
the exceptional simple Lie groups we denote the real forms as in [9], and 
we denote the corresponding complex simple Lie group by the symbol of 
the root system (e.g., E,(C) is the adjoint group of the simple complex Lie 
algebra of type Eb). 
In what follows for a given v, we let P be a fixed minimal parabolic sub- 
group such that v is positive with respect to P and we let C+ be the corre- 
sponding set of positive restricted roots. Let S be a subset of the simple 
restricted roots and let 90” = ,&~@.&‘~@O~ be the Lie algebra of P” and 
put &‘(S) = d n .M’. Then d = &(S)@d” and d* 5 (&(S))* @ (JZ’~‘)*. 
This isomorphism can be realized such that (,d(S))* = span {p I/? E St and 
(c&.s)* = span { ia 1 p simple p f$ S}. 
Note. Some of the proofs below are much more transparent if one uses 
the standard realizations of the classical root systems in a Euclidian space, 
e.g., 
B,= jfe,+e,, +r,I 1 ,<i,j, I<ni<j) 
but doing so makes the description of the parabolic subgroups awkward. 
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So we use the notation described above. This has the advantage of being 
uniform and does not depend on the realization of the rootsystem. In each 
stage of the proofs we make the appropriate identifications of the Levi fac- 
tors of the parabolic subgroups, although we never write this out explicitly. 
The reader is strongly encouraged to make use of a standard realization of 
the root systems and translate the statements appropriately! 
DEFINITION 16.4. Let X and Y be (!“, K)-modules. Then we write 
(i) X-t-’ Y if there exists a non-zero intertwining operator 
6: X + Y such that for any subrepresentation (/t, V,,) of 2, d 1 V1J : X” --$ Y” 
is an isomorphism. 
(ii) X,, 4 Y if there exists a non-zero intertwining operator ~5: X -+ Y 
such that for any subrepresentation (n, V,,) of 9, 4 1 ,y,, : X” + Y” is injective. 
(iii) X +,@ Y if there exists a non-zero intertwining operator 
4 : X + Y such that for any subrepresentation (,n, V,,) of c?p, 4 / \ ,, : Xl’ -+ Y” 
is surjective. 
LEMMA 16.5. Suppose LN is a paruholic subgroup X und Y ( y, K n L)- 
modules such that ull I, n K types qf’X und Y ure L-spherical und 4: X + Y. 
an intertwining operator satkfving (i), (ii) or (iii) in Lkfinition 16.4 uhocr. 
Then Ind(4): Indz,,,(X@ 1) --f Indy,v( Y@ 1) satkfies the sume condition. 
This is clear. 
LEMMA 16.6. Suppose X and Y we (9, K)-modules such that cl11 K-tjspes 
in X and Y ure G-spherical and I$: X -+ Y, u (9, K)-module-map. Then 4 
satisfies (i), (ii) or (iii) in the definition above if and onlv if the sume condi- 
tion holds ,for Res$: E,!,(d): Res$: E,!,(X) + Resiz: :I)( Y ). 
Proof. This is an easy consequence of the fact: if (6, Vs) is a G-spherical 
K-type such that 6,,, contain an irreducible K,-subrepresentation of W, then 
6 is equivalent to a K-subrepresentation of 9. 1 
We shall now prove some key lemmas needed for the proof of 
Theorem 16.1. Although we do not use all the lemmas in the proofs given 
below we list all the lemmas anyway, since they are crucial in the proofs 
left out. 
PROPOSITION 16.7. Suppose G = SL(n + 1, F) (IF = Iw, @, or W ) und .set 
r = dim, F. Then 
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(a) J”(ri, + f-2, + ... + rA,,) 
Cc IndG,,,,, I,. . Tn) (lO((r(n- 1)/2)i,)OI) 
(b) J”(r/l,+ri.,+ ... +ri.,, ,) 
rr Ind” pIx,.x~. . ..%., ,,(lo((r(n-l)/2)i,,,)Ol). 
Pro?/: This may be found in [IS] so we only sketch a proof here. Note 
that X=JG(rA, + ... fri,,) is not finite dimensional. Now using the 
appropriate branching laws it is not hard to see that IndE,P,,L, ,., .,,,(I) is 
a direct sum of K-types occurring with multiplicity one and that these form 
a one-parameter family. Moreover, $” moves these K-types up or down at 
most one step in this family. Hence, since X occurs as the unique 
irreducible quotient of the right-hand side, reducibility of the right-hand 
side forces X to be finite dimensional. Hence (a) follows. (b) follows by a 
formally identical argument. 1 
COROLLARY 16.8. With notation and assumptions us in Proposition 16.7 
ahow, 
PROPOSITION 16.9. Suppose G = SL(n + 1, iF) (IF = 58, @, or W), 
0 < s < n/2, and r is defined as in Proposition 16.7. Then 
(a) J(r/l,+ri.,+ ... +r&,+r&,+,+ ... +rA,,) 
= w&, “2, .2s.ziA2....a,, ,,~~,(l~((r(12-1-2.s)/Z)j-,+I)Ol) 
(b) J(rA, +ri,+ ... +rj.,, , 2s+r&, 2,+, + ... +rj-,,~ 3+rjG,l~ ,) 
rr Iw&, 22. In s-I.% \+ ,.... z,,-1.3n) (lo((r(n-I-2s)/2)i.,,~,)Ol). 
Proof: Since the proofs of the two statements are formally identical we 
only prove (a). We use induction on s. The case s = 0 is the lemma above. 
So assume the statement has been proven for s’ = 0, . . . . s - 1. Set 
v = (rAz + r& + . + rA2, + ri.,, + , + + t-l,,). Then 
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by induction, 
Ind$(lO (v)@ 1) 
and, by Corollary 16.7, 
by Corollary 16.7, 
and by induction, 
So the right-hand side is the image of I:(v) and embeds into Zg(r~,v). 
Hence J”(v) is the unique irreducible quotient and submodule of right- 
hand side so the assertion follows. 1 
LEMMA A, 16.10. Suppose G=SL(n+ 1, 5) (5= R, C or W) define r as 
above. Then for O<s<n- 1, 
Ind” P(a1, zz. . a,. I, -2. In- I, Iri) 
r(n - 1 - 2s) 
2 
Proof This is just an easy corollary of the proposition above. m 
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LEMMA B,16.11. Suppose G=S0,(4,4)(r=l)orG=S0(8,@)(r=2). 
Then 
by Lemma A 
Hence we have 
= JG( -r&l 4 Ind&,, z3, %i) (m( -;,,)fmj. 
Note that (p, VP) occurs with same multiplicity in all four modules so the 
composition of these three maps does the job. 1 
The proofs of Lemmas C through G below are almost identical to the 
proof of Lemma B, hence we omit these and leave the details to the reader. 
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LEMMA C, 16.12. Suppose G = SO,(3, 2) (r = 1) or G = SO(5, @) (r = 2). 
Then 
(1) IndF,,,,(l @ (ri.,)@ 1) + -.+ Ind’;pcz,,( 1 0 (-r&)6$1) 
(2) Ind~(Z,,(lo((r/2)j”,)Ol) -,-“Ind~,,:,(lO(-(r/2)j.,)01). 
LEMMA D, 16.13. Suppose G=SO,(p,2), p>3 (r=l), G=SU(p,2), 
p>2 (r=2), or G=Sp(p,2), p>2 (r=4). Set cr=rp-2. Then 
Ind~,,,,(l~((a-r)i~)~1)~Ind~,~,,(lO(-(a-r)R,)O1) 
and Ind~,Jl 0 ((u/2) i.,)O 1) + -.‘IndF,,,,(l @ ( - (a/2) I.,)@ 1). 
LEMMA E, 16.14. Suppose v E x2*, and P = P(L + ) is a minimal parabolic 
subgroup of G. [f a E .Xt is simple such that SI $ z;,(v) and Re (6, v) 2 0, 
then 
LEMMA F, 16.15. Suppose G = SO*(lO). Then 
LEMMA G, 16.16. Suppose G = Sp(2, 2). Then 
Indz,,,,(l @(3.2)@1)L Ind~,.,,(lO(-i.,)Ol). 
LEMMA H, 16.17. Suppose G = E,,,, (r = 1) or G = E,(C) (r = 2). Then 
IndC d oh,. 13, z2. x5, 0 ((r/2) &I 0 1) 
, 






IndT(l 0 (r&) @ 1) 
by Lemma A 




by Lemma A 
by Lemma A 
by Lemma A 
I@&. a*, “3, is, a6) (lQ( -~&)@l)~Ind~(l@(-r&)@l). 
Now argue as in the proof of Lemma B. 1 
17. THE CLASSICAL CASES 
G = SL(n + 1, F), n > 1, F = R, C, or W 
Put r = dim. F. Then C(%, dO) is of type A,, and 
JzI&~,~{~A~I~= 1, . . . . rz}. 
In this case we actually prove the following stronger statement: 
We prove this using induction on i, 
IndF(l@ (ri,)@ 1) - Ind&,, 
by Lemma A applied to M( (~1,) a,}), 
= Ind&,, 
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and by repeated use of Lemma A, 
qInd$(l@(-ri,,)@l). 
Hence the assertion follows for i= 1 by the same argument as used in the 
proof of Lemma B. Now assume 1 < id (n + 1)/2 and the statement has 
been proven for i’ = 1, . . . . i - 1. Then 
Ind~(l@(r~~i)@l) 
by Lemma A, 
by the induction hypothesis, 
and by Lemma A, 
and by the induction hypothesis, 
sIndT(l@( -iAn+I-i)@l); 
hence the assertion follows for id (n + 1)/2. The case i > (n + 1)/2 is 
formally identical to this one. 1 
COROLLARY 17.1. m,(~,JG(r3.,))=max(n- 1 -i, i- 1). 
G = SO(2n + 1, C) and G = SO,(n + 1, n), n 3 2 
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Set Y= 1 if G= SO(n+ 1, n) and r=2 if G= SO(2n + 1, C)). Then 
C($,, .&) is of type B,, and 
~~zmk = {r%li= 1, . . . . H). 
We claim 
MT,& 0 1) 
I 
Ind” P((Sl.22). wt.lS) . ..1 (R,-r.*,- II) (10(1)01) 
= Ind’ 
WL, 9. In)) (l@(f%,)@l) 
L Ind” P(z,.~3,...r1,))(10(1)~1) 
We proceed using induction on i, 






by Lemma A 
by Lemma C 
by Lemma A 
by Lemma A 
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by Lemma C 
by Lemma A 
csIndz(l@(-ri,)@l), 
proving the statement for i = 2. Now assume i even 6 2n/3 and the state- 
ment has been proven for i’ = 2,4, . . . . i - 2, 
Ind~(l@(v~j)@l) 
-+9 Ind&m,, .,,U 0 (rj., 2) 0 1) by induction 
= Ind&,.& 0(-r&,)@ 1) by Lemma A 
-+++ Ind” P((Zl. 12). 114.151.. (x,-z. r, 1)) (10(1)01) by induction 
.ycj Ind~(~,,‘?)(10(r~3-rj.,+l)01) by induction 
“Ind~,,,~,,a,,(10(-rj-,~2)01) by Lemma A 
4 Indz(l@ (-r&)@ 1) by induction, 
proving the assertion in the first case. The remaining cases are similar; we 
leave the details to the reader. 
COROLLARY 17.2. If (p, V,) is an irreducible subrepresentation qf’ 9, 
then 
c max(n - i, 2i - n), i= 1, . . . . n - 1 
nzK( V,,, JG(rii)) = 
kl n 5 ’ i=n. 
The remaining (classical) cases are all similar to the ones given above. 
We refer to [l] for more details and a list of LN and x for all cases. The 
multiplicities can be found in Appendix B. 
APPENDIX A: ENUMERATION OF SIMPLE ROOTS 
A,,n2 1, 
M... . ..w 
I 2 ?I 1 ,1 
B,, n32, 
O--... .0-w 
1 2 ,I 2 ,1 I I, 
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-... ...oJ~o 
I 2 n - 3 ,1 - 2 II - I 
2 
0 0 
I 3 4 5 6 
2 
0 0 
I 3 4 5 6 7 
2 
0 0 
I 3 4 5 6 7 8 
F 47 
0 -FyT- 0 
I 2 3 4 
APPENDIX B : SIMPLE WEIGHTS AND MULTIPLICITIES 
This appendix contains a table over the simple weights and the 
corresponding multiplicities, Table II. Here ,u is an irreducible subrepresen- 
tation of 9. Li is the fundamental weight for the simple restricted root with 
number i, we refer to Appendix A for the enumeration of the simple roots 
in a simple root system. For the exceptional cases below we put r = 2 for 
the complex group and r = 1 for the corresponding split group. 
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TABLE II 
G P-simple weights v 













SO(PA)> P > q + 3 
922 
2X,, i=l,..., q-l 
A, 






2x.+2x,, i=l,..., q-l 
2X,, izl,..., q-l 
2x‘? 
(2(P - 9) +2)x, 
2x,+(2(p-q)-2)x,, i=l, 
2x,, i=l,..., q-l 
2b 
x ,, izl,..., q-l 
1 >... , 9-l max(q - i, 2i - q) 
Iti 2 
(P - q)% 9-l 
xj+(p-q-2)X,, i=l,... ,9-l max(i - 1, q  - i) 
1 >... 3 9-l 
i=l,. ,q-1 
max(q - i, 2i - q) 
[Fl 
9-l 
,9-l max(i - 1, q  - i) 
max(q - i, 2i - q) 
r;1 
max(q - i, 2i - q) 
r:1 
max(q - i, 2i - q) 
WI 
9-l 
max(i - 1, q  - i) - [y] 
max(q - i, 2i - q) 
IFI 
max(q - i. 2i - q  - 1) 
WI 
9-l 
max(q - i. 2i - q) 
[*I 2 
9-l 
max(i - 1, q  - i) - [G+] 
(Table continued) 
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Eqq 1 EC(C) 
TABLE II-C’un~inued 
G P-simple weights v 
Sp(W3, F=R, C (dimRF)X,, i = 1,. , q 
423 (d’m~F)X 2 0 
sP(q.4 4X,, i=l.... ,q-1 
422 2x, 
2x1 +x,, i=l,... %q 
4x1, i=l.... ?q- 1 
4x, 
‘3X, 
2X,+6X,, i=l,... ,q-1 
4x,. i=l ,... ,q- 1 
4x, 
(4(P - q) + 614 
4X, + (4(p - q) - 2)X,, i = 1,. 
2X,, izl,..., q-2 
2x,, i=q-1,q 
A,, i=l,..., q-2 
A,, i=q-1,q 
A ,) izl,..., q-l 
A, 
2x, 
4x;, i=l,... ,q- 1 
2% 
A, 
2x,+x,, i=l,..., q-l 
4xi, i=l,... ,q-1 
4x9 
6-b 
2x, + 2x,, i=l,...,q-1 





max(q - i, 2i ~ q - 1) 
P+9 
max(q - i, 2i - q) 
[?I 
max(i - 1, q - i) 
max(q - i, 2i - q) 
[+I 
q-1 
max(i - 1. q - i) 
max(q - i, 2i - q) 
[*I 2 
q-1 
>q-1 max(i - 1. q - i) 
max(q - i - 1,Zi - q) 
[ql 
max(q - i - 1.2; - q) 
[&I 2 
max(q - i, 2i - q - 1) 
iFI 
q-1 
max(q - i, 2i - q) 
PI 2 
q-1 
max(i, q - i - 1) 
max(q - i,zi - q) 
Ltil 2
q-1 
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TABLE II--Continued 
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